A
MODERN
INTROVERT’S
READING LIST

These are the works of those who understand and try to predict life,
documentarians of the latest fads and shapers of their nation’s beginnings,
storytellers of their family origins and the adventures of folk heroes, ponderers of
“the big questions,” and the survivors of these answers who follow in the same
craft. Synthesizers, creators, writers of the essential code that shapes each and
every one of us.
2FS^TKYMJGTTPX^TZ\NQQܪSINSYMNXHFYFQTLZJHFSFQWJFI^GJWJFINS
various languages around the world. These books are joined by new, interesting and
original novels and short stories, that will suit all tastes.
&GTTPHFSѣY]ܪFSFYNTSѣXUWTGQJRX<WNYNSLXUJFPXYTJFHMTKZXINKKJWJSYQ^
echoing and searching for all that’s most worthwhile inside us, all that is good . . .
searching for the humanity that was written into our source code as a law essential
to survival.
<JMTUJ^TZXJJPFSIܪSIYMJJHMTJXTKYMNXHTIJNSYMJIN[JWXNY^TKYMJ
works of Latvian writers!
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INTRODUCTION

This catalogue is both an
overview of the contemporary
Latvian literature and a
treasure chest of wonderful
stories, bringing together
KFSYFX^HWNRJQNYJWFW^ܪHYNTS
and everything in-between.

Why literature? This question – which contains both the answer and the
FYYNYZIJYMFYLF[JWNXJYTYMJVZJXYNTSNSYMJܪWXYUQFHJўUTUXZUKWTRYNRJYTYNRJ
in a small nation with a small language. There are smoldering doubts: does the
novel really teach us to know ourselves and the world better? But even doubts can
be rewarding – Latvian literature published at the beginning of the 21st century
surprises us with its diversity.

GUNTIS
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2JQVQɜKTVU4CɝGNKU
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The novel Fiery Bulls with Golden Horns is set in present-day Latvia.
There are two separate story lines that are nonetheless linked conceptually and
RJYFUMTWNHFQQ^9MJY\TXYTWNJXHTS[JWLJNSYMJܪSFQUFLJXTKYMJGTTP\MJSNYX
two protagonists cross paths. The “Writer’s story” is centered on literary historian
named (coincidentally) Guntis Berelis, who is the embodiment of both a pedantically
analytical mind and narrow-mindedness. Berelis the historian has made the
ѦINXHT[JW^TKYMJHJSYZW^ѧFMNYMJWYTZSPST\SFSIGWNQQNFSYUTJY*IZFWIX'ेXPFUX
\MT\WTYJNSYMJXFSIRFSFLJIYTUZGQNXMFXNSLQJXRFQQ[TQZRJ'ेXPFUX
in contrast to the boring and conservative Berelis, is the embodiment of creative
UFXXNTS9MJWJXYTKYMJXYTW^NS[TQ[JXYMJWJQFYNTSXMNUGJY\JJS'JWJQNXFSI'ेXPFUX
+NSFQQ^FKYJWTSJTKYMJNWHTSܫNHYX'ेXPFUXYZWSXTZYYTMF[J[FSNXMJIFQTSL\NYMMNX
brilliant poetry.
The “Artist’s story” – written in the second person – focuses on an
anonymous painter who may be one of the most outstanding contemporary
Latvian artists ever known. The artist specializes in female nudes and lives a rather
XJHQZIJIQNKJMJITJXSѣYMF[JRZHMHTSYFHY\NYMMNXHTQQJFLZJXJ]MNGNYXWFWJQ^^JY
to critical acclaim, and is obsessed with painting an ideal nude in such a way that
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YMJUFNSYNSL\TZQIHTRJYTQNKJ-NXRFNSXYWZLLQJNXNSܪSINSLFRTIJQ\MT\TZQI
XZNYMNX[NXNTS9NRJFSIFLFNSYMJFWYNXYܪSIXYMFYNYNXTSQ^UTXXNGQJKTWFUFNSYNSL
to come to life if its model is killed, and he does not hesitate to do so. At the end of
the novel, the two protagonists run into each other on the street – Berelis, who has
OZXYQTXYMNX'ेXPFUXFSIYMJFWYNXY\MTMFXRFSFLJIYTF[JWYMNXHWJFYN[JHWNXNX
by murdering his model. Their eyes meet, but they walk past each other without
making contact.
2

The novel Words Were of No Use is set in 1913 in the coastal Latvian town
TK;JSYXUNQXYMJQTHFYNTSZXJIKTWYMJܪQRNSLTKYMJܪWXYQTHFQQ^UWTIZHJIRTYNTS
picture, -WTRCVKGUɣDC! (Where Is the Truth?). Rudolf Tush – a man known for his
ѦMFSIXTKLTQIѧFSIWJFINSJXXYTYFPJTSFS^OTGўܪSIXMNRXJQKG^HMFSHJFX
UFWYTKYMJܪQRHWJ\3ZWYZWNSLFWFSLJTK\JQQHTSHJFQJIXNSNXYJWUFXXNTSXXZHM
as his panache for arson (a reputation earned during the 1905 Revolution, when
he reduced manor houses and castles to rubble), he is an obscure addition to the
ܪQRHWJ\-JNXFQXTRZYJTWWFYMJWMFXWJOJHYJIXUJJHMKTQQT\NSLFWFYMJWKTTQNXM
encounter with a Russian Cossack patrol in 1905. One night, after an evening of
MJFWY^HFWTZXNSLNSFQTHFQUZGFSIMNXܪWXYJSHTZSYJW\NYMFUTWSTLWFUMNHܪQRMJ
FHHNIJSYFQQ^PNQQXFRFSFSINXKTWHJIYTܫJJ9MJXYTW^YMJSOZRUXFMJFIYT
With World War I raging, Tush, certainly no patriot or devotee of the Russian Empire,
JRGWFHJXYMJܫFRJXTK\FWFXFSTUUTWYZSNY^KTWUWTܪYJJWNSL*SYJWNSLFHYN[J
HTRGFYNSMJܪSIXMNRXJQKTSFGFYYQJܪJQIXYWJ\S\NYMYMJHTWUXJXTKKFQQJS
XTQINJWXKTQQT\NSLF,JWRFSLFXFYYFHP9MJWJMJJSHTZSYJWXYMJܪQRHWJ\MJMFI
TSHJ\TWPJI\NYMXHMJIZQJIYTXMTTYFܪQRFGTZY&WRFLJIITSFSIܪSINSLYMJ
XZWWTZSINSLGFYYQJܪJQIXYMJNIJFQQTHFYNTSKTWYMJNWSJJIX9ZXMJRGFWPXTSFSJ\
phase of planning for a lucrative future, but luck turns its back on him once again. A
character with a distinctively dark streak, Tush is the epitome of the sort of smallminded, outwardly apolitical individual who eventually paves the way to the war.
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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GUNTIS BERELIS \FXGTWSNS(ऱXNX1FY[NF-JNX1FY[NFSUWTXJ
writer and literary critic who studied physics and graduated with a degree in library
science from the University of Latvia. One of Latvia’s leading literary critics, he is
known for his prose-like essay writing style. He has published #*KUVQT[QH.CVXKCP
.KVGTCVWTG (1999), a collection of essays about 20th-century national literature. He
also runs a blog of literary reviews, studies, and criticism, called “Guntis Berelis
Writes: Thoughts on Literature” (berelis.wordpress.com). He has also published
three short story collections – /[VJQOCPKC (1989), 6JG*WPVHQTVJG/KPQVCWT (1999)
and +0GXGT6CNM4WDDKUJ (2018) – and two novels, (KGT[$WNNUYKVJ)QNFGP*QTPU
(2007; winner of the 2007 Annual Latvian Literature Award) and 9QTFU9GTGQH0Q
7UG (2015).

2JQVQ#KIC4GFOCPG

Poet and playwright 2ठ7&?ठ1ॆ9* was born in 1952 in Krasnoyarsk,
Siberia, where her family had been deported in 1941 by the Soviet regime. When
?डQेYJ\FXKTZW^JFWXTQIMJWKFRNQ^WJYZWSJIYT1FY[NF.SFIINYNTSYTMJW\WNYNSL
HFWJJW?डQेYJMFX\TWPJIFYYMJ1FY[NFS<WNYJWXѣ:SNTSXJW[JIFXJINYTWNSHMNJK
of the literary magazine -CTQIU, and headed the Latvian Copyright Agency. She
NXYMJFZYMTWTK[ܪJUTJYW^HTQQJHYNTSXFSIXYFLJIUQF^XFSIRZXNHFQXXJ[JWFQ
children’s books, essay collections, and the novel (KXG(KPIGTU (2013). She has won
numerous literary award, including the prestigious J. G. Herder Prize in 1993. She
is an emeritus member of the Latvian Academy of Sciences. Her works have been
translated into several languages, including German, Russian, English, Estonian,
Lithuanian, and Swedish, among others.
1

Five Fingers was the winner of the 2013 Annual Latvian Literature Award.
.YNXFܪHYNTSFQN_JIHMNQIMTTIRJRTNWNS\MNHMYMJFZYMTWIJXHWNGJXMJWKFRNQ^ѣX
return from Siberia to Latvia in the 1950s, and her life in Latvia in the late 1950s and
JFWQ^XѦ.SMJWHFWJJW?डQेYJMFXGJJSGJXYPST\SFXFUTJYFSIUQF^\WNLMY
Poetry and drama are also present in (KXG(KPIGTU; the best writing in the book has
a combination of precise, poetic detail and dramatic purpose, carrying us to the end
TKYMJST[JQ\MJWJYMJUWTYFLTSNXY1FZWFUWTRNXJXYTKZQܪQMJWLWFSIKFYMJWѣXI^NSL
wish – to give his wedding ring to his son, Reinis, ‘upon his return’ from Siberia,
where he disappeared without a trace after being deported. This means that Laura
has taken on the task of remembering.
9MJѢ[ܪJܪSLJWXѣFWJFRJYFUMTWKTWYMJGWFSHMJXTKYMJFUUQJYWJJNS
which Laura sets up her perch, and a metaphor for God’s hand. They are also the
ܪSLJWXTK/J\NXMTUJWFXNSLJW&XNFGWTPJSIZWNSLFSNSYJWWTLFYNTSG^YMJ(MJPF
...The repressive instrument, the ubiquitous Cheka, has been generalized as an
absolute evil in the mythological character of the Ogre, at the same time without
paying much heed to political correctness – that other enemy of freedom.”
ў*LेQX?NWSNXOTZWSFQNXY
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Birds of ParadiseNXYMJXJVZJQYTYMJST[JQ+N[J+NSLJWXFSINXYMJ\NSSJW
of the 2019 Annual Latvian Literature Award. Its tightly woven drama and precise
poetic details clearly and uncompromisingly describe 1960s Latvia – the only time
FSIUQFHJNS\MNHMYJS^JFWTQI1FZWFHFSLWT\RFYZWJFSIܪSIYMJYWZYM9MJ
plot unfolds in the beginning of the 1960s when the main character, Laura, is ten
years old and is forced to face all the realities of Soviet life – joining the pioneers,
Communist political education, work on collective farm brigades. Laura’s thoughts
FWJTHHZUNJISTYTSQ^G^MJWWJFINSJXXYTܪLMYKTWYMJ(TRRZSNXYUFWY^ѣXNIJFQXGZY
also by the beautiful vision of Pavlik Morozov and the secrets in the school’s attic.
-JWQZHPYZWSXXTZW\MJSXMJYFPJXHMJ\NSLLZRYTXHMTTQKTWYMJܪWXYYNRJFSI
also when she is forced to be on duty with Grigorijs – called the “Goliath Gorilla”
behind his back – the son of Communist Party organizer Smirnovs. As Laura grows
up, she comes into contact with good and bad, and with the baggage she inherited
from her parents and grandparents nearly always echoing in the background with
YMJNWGNYYJWJ]UJWNJSHJXNS8NGJWNF
Ѧ2डWF?डQेYJRFLSNܪHJSYQ^KTQQT\XZUTS+N[J+NSLJWXG^UJWKJHYQ^
conjuring up Kurzeme from the days when honest words had to be kept to yourself.
*SHMFSYNSLFSILJSYQJHTSYFHY\NYMYMJ\TWQINXXJYNSFIWJFRQNPJHTSYJ]YFXNY
blends with a growing perception of those whose futures had been trampled into
YMJLWTZSIѧў.SLFठGJQJFZYMTW
“It’s doubtful whether Ionesco, Beckett, or Orwell could have done a better
OTGXMT\NSLYMJFGXZWIIWFRFNS\MNHM\JQN[JIIZWNSLYMFYYNRJѧў;NWIঔेSNOF
1JONफ़FܪQRINWJHYTW
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

NORA IKSTENA (1969) was born in Riga, Latvia. In 1998, she was guest
editor of 6JG4GXKGYQH%QPVGORQTCT[(KEVKQP for an issue dedicated to Latvian
ܪHYNTS8MJNXYMJFZYMTWTKXN]ST[JQX%GNGDTCVKPI.KHG (1998), 6JG8KTIKPŦU.GUUQP
(2001), #OQWT(QW (2009), $GUC (2012), /QVJGTŦU/KNM (2015), and #FXGPVWTGUQH
+PUCPKV[ NSHTQQFGTWFYNTS\NYMFWYNXY&N[FWX;NQNUXॣSXFQTSL\NYMHTQQJHYNTSX
TKXMTWYXYTWNJXFSIKFNW^YFQJXFSIGTTPXTKGNTLWFUMNHFQܪHYNTSSTSܪHYNTSFSI
essays. Her short story “Elza Kuga’s Old Age Dementia” was included in the prose
anthology $GUV'WTQRGCP(KEVKQP (Dalkey Archive Press). In addition to English,
Czech, German, and Italian, her work has also been translated into Lithuanian,
Estonian, Swedish, Danish, Georgian, Macedonian, Croatian, Albanian, and
Hungarian.
1

In Ikstena’s Celebrating Life, a peculiar woman named Eleonora has invited
seven colorful characters to her own funeral. Eleonora is peacefully laid to rest, but
in the evening following the funeral, these seven people, seven ghosts from the past,
share their memories of Eleonora, with the stories serving as the book’s “celebration
of life.” In sharing their memories, the storytellers wander about in space and time,
JRGFWPNSLZUTSJ]UJINYNTSXYTINXYFSYRJYFUM^XNHFQUQFHJX7JFINSLYMJST[JQNX
ܪWXYFSIKTWJRTXYFSFJXYMJYNHJ]UJWNJSHJ.YXYTSJNXXJWNTZXSTXYFQLNHXYWFSLJQ^
unreal, and beautifully wise.
“It is possible to view Celebration of Life as a novel about death, one of
the most impressive novels about death in the entire history of Latvian literature.”
– Guntis Berelis, author and literary critic
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The novel Mother’s Milk deals with the post-war period and follows the
fates of three generations of women, its narrative centering mostly on the 1970s
FSIX7FNXJIG^FXNSLQJRTYMJWYMJHJSYWFQRTYMJWܪLZWJўFXNSLQJRTYMJW
MJWXJQKўNXFGWNQQNFSYL^SJHTQTLNXY\MTܪSIXMJWXJQKFYTIIX\NYMYMJIJMZRFSN_NSL
effects of Communist ideology. While living in Leningrad, she successfully
UJWKTWRJIFXJHWJYFWYNܪHNFQNSXJRNSFYNTSUWTHJIZWJTSF^TZSL7ZXXNFS\TRFS
who later loses her child as a result of the brutality of her war-veteran husband. With
STUWTXUJHYXKTWFI[FSHNSLMJWXHNJSYNܪHHFWJJWYMJYFQJSYJIITHYTWNXXJSYTKKYT
UWFHYNHJNSFWZWFQFWJFўMJWIFZLMYJWXMFWNSLYMJJ]UJWNJSHJTKGJNSLZUWTTYJI
The doctor suffers from clinical depression and the entire burden of everyday life is
placed on her young daughter’s shoulders.
The daughter inherits her mother’s hostility toward the system and suffers
J]NXYJSYNFQQ^KWTRYMJYZWGZQJSHJTKYMJX XMJWJXUTSIXJRTYNTSFQQ^YTYMJ
dismissal of a free-thinking teacher, the Chernobyl disaster, and the string of deaths
of “great Soviet leaders” seeking to bring reform. This is a novel about rejection
and loss – rejection by husband and father; the loss of hopes and dreams, work
and convictions, friends and loved ones. The sea of suffering is alleviated by drops
of forgiveness: deprived of her mother’s milk as a child lest she absorb the sense
of loss and despair through her nourishment, it is nonetheless daughter who helps
mother survive.
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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2JQVQ4CKOQPFU$TKGFKU

Latvian prose writer, playwright, and poet .3,&ठ'*1* (1972) was born in
Riga, Latvia, and is one of our most celebrated writers, having received many literary
accolades, both Latvian and international. She graduated from the Department of
Theatre, Television, and Drama at the Latvian Academy of Culture in 2001. Equally
successful across several literary genres, she has published short story collections,
including 6JG9GNN*QWUG(1999), 1DUGTXCVKQPUKPVJG6KOGQH5PQY (2004), #PVUCPF
$WODNGDGGU (2010), the novels (KTG9KNN0QV9CMG;QW (2001), *KIJ6KFG (2008), and
9KEMGT/QPM (2014), and a poetry collection 0KIJV2TCIOCVKUV (2000), in addition to a
collection of her works as a dramatist, entitled 2NC[U 2TXYTKठGJQJѣX\TWPX
have been translated into Swedish, Italian, and English, among other languages.
1

The novel High Tide addresses the question of why we are so dependent
on the past, even when it has turned us into someone else. In the beginning, they
were two. They have no values, no horizontals or verticals, and have to create their
own. They joke that if something bad happens, they’ll help each other end it all.
And then something bad does happen. The boy gets sick, and the girl has to kill
him. This “killing” turns out to be completely different from what you might see in
movies or on stage. Everything turns out to be false, awkward, and horrible. Time
goes on. One day, the middle-aged woman realizes she no longer knows whether
what happened a long time ago really happened. Who were those two people who
TSHJQN[JIYTLJYMJW$<MT\FXYMFYLNWQ\MTPNQQJIMJWGT^KWNJSI$)NIMJJ[JSJ]NXYNK
she only remembers him a couple times a year? She has nobody to talk to about it.
So she writes, searching for an answer to the question: How many lives do we live
in a single lifetime? By writing, she searches for the path to her former self. There
is a high tide and a low tide: when you are in one, then you can understand the
other. The plot of the novel is both real and imagined. The crime is also a symbol of
the suicide we commit after each stage of our lives, in search of an answer to the
question: What is it that continues to live?
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The events of the novel Thunder unfold in 1949 in three different
LJTLWFUMNHFQQTHFYNTSXўYMJHFUNYFQHNY^TK7NLFFSIYMJ1FY[NFSWJLNTSXTK8ऱQNOF
FSI1FYLFQJ.KMNXMTWXJNXSTYXUFWJIFXNSLQJIWTUTKQNKJѣXT[JWܫT\NSLHZUTK
suffering, then why should someone like him, Andrievs Radvils, be spared? The
protagonist’s resigned stream of consciousness drives the trajectory of this novel
and will remain with the reader long after the book has been closed.
Ѧ.SLFठGJQJXJYXMJWXJQKFYFXP\TWYM^TKFSFWHMFJTQTLNXYўYTWJXYTWJYMJ
colors lining the canvas of Latvia’s cultural history, which gleamed brightly until the
second half of the 20th century. Torn apart in its unfair sweepstakes, connecting
YMJGNTLWFUMNHFQQNSJXTKUJTUQJ\MTܪSIYMJRXJQ[JXTSYMJQTXNSLXNIJTKMNXYTW^
thread by thread, the writer weaves them together around her novel’s central
metaphors: horses and the River Daugava. A drive shared by the river and the nation
alike, the quest for freedom connects the currents of desire into a single, powerful
word – &WPCѧў;JSYX?[FNL_SJFZYMTW
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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2JQVQɜKTVU4CɝGNKU

2ठ7.8'र7?.ढ़ॶ (1962) is a Latvian prose writer and playwright. He
started writing relatively late in life, debuting as a novelist with ɌTKMU6TCWOUŦ
&TGCO in 2003. His most popular works to date are )WVGPOQTIGP1PEG (2003) and
)WVGPOQTIGP1PEG#ICKP FY\TUFWYYFQJWJHTZSYNSLYMJQNKJFSIJ]UQTNYXTK
FSTZYQFSINXMNSIN[NIZFQSFRJI,ZYJSRTWLJS9MJWJFWJYMWJJXMTWYܪQRXGFXJITS
the )WVGPOQTIGP books: )WVGPOQTIGPCPFVJG6JKTF'[G and )WVGPOQTIGPCPFVJG
5WOOGT5QNUVKEG INW*QेSF*NMRFSJ2NXYWZX2JINFFSIYMJRFIJKTW9;ܪQR+P
VJG1PG8KNNCIG (dir. Linda Olte). This was followed by the novels 6KVCPKWO5ETGYU
(2011) and *K&\KPVCT/KJCKNа (2013). 6JG6CUVGQH.GCF NX'ऱW_Nफ़ॷѣKTZWYM
novel.
1

Winner of several literature awards, The Taste of Lead is a narrative
FHHTZSYKTHZXNSLTSF^TZSL1FY[NFSRFS2FYेXX\MTXJJPXFSIJ[JSYZFQQ^KFNQX
YTF[TNIXNINSL\NYMJNYMJWUT\JWFY\FWNS*ZWTUJNS+FHNSLYMJHMFQQJSLJX
FSIHTSܫNHYXJ]UJWNJSHJIG^J[JW^^TZSLRFSўYMJINXHT[JW^TKYMJJ]NXYJSHJTK
love, betrayal, good and evil, and, on a personal level, the taste of lead in his mouth.
A vehicle for dealing with weighty issues, this novel is characterized nonetheless
G^YMJXNLSFYZWJNWTS^\NYFSIFYFXYJKTWUFWFIT]STYJINS'ऱW_Nफ़ॷѣTYMJW\TWPX
9MNXGTTPJ]UQTWJXQNSJXTKIN[NXNTS YMTXJXNRUQJVZFQNK^NSLQNSJXYMFYXJYFWJLZQFW
man apart from a hero, the tragically thin line separating peace from war, the
demarcating line seen between words and actions, and the contrasting line between
giving in and taking action. 6CUVGQH.GCFXFYNXܪJXYMJWJFIJW\NYMYMJIJUYMTKNYX
humanist voice. Set between the late 1930s and early 1940s, 6JG6CUVGQH.GCF was
published in 2015, becoming one of Latvia’s most widely debated and in-demand
GTTPX.SINWJHYTW;FQYJWX8ेQNXUWTIZHJIFXYFLJ[JWXNTSTKYMJXFRJYNYQJ6JG
6CUVGQH.GCF, for the National Theatre of Latvia and is now in its third consecutive
season. The Latvian Museum of Writing organizes tours of the places mentioned in
the novel, and many schools have included it in their mandatory reading curriculum.
&SJ]HJWUYKWTRYMNXST[JQ\FXNSHQZIJINSYMJ)FQPJ^&WHMN[J5WJXXFSYMTQTL^$GUV
'WTQRGCP(KEVKQP.

2

2डWNX'ऱW_Nफ़ॷѣXXMTWYXYTWNJXFGTZY,ZYJSRTWLJSMF[JFSFGXZWIFJXYMJYNH
FQTSL\NYMMZRTWNWTS^FSIXTRJYNRJXFSTYJTKJ]NXYJSYNFQNXR9MJXJXYTWNJXYTTP
shape over a period of twelve years (2005-2017, with new ones still being written), and
have been collected in two books: Gutenmorgen. Once and Gutenmorgen. Once Again.
The stories are independent of one another, but all have one thing in common:
the titular character, a man named Gutenmorgen. He appears to be a completely
ordinary citizen, with a wife and children, with his TV, friends, and bottle of beer. He’s
sometimes indecisive and passive. As such things often go, however, appearance
and behavior can be deceiving. Gutenmorgen is a hero at heart. Almost everything he
thinks about or does is meant to make the world a better place, and to improve his
own life. He doesn’t forget about others, either. Gutenmorgen raises a monument to
his friend the writer. He reconciles a couple who divorced twenty years ago. He even
handles developments in geopolitical events, along with the unity of the Baltic States.
Gutenmorgen is also never afraid to get his hands dirty. He shoots at opposing hockey
players who beat his team, kills the entire Cabinet of Ministers at least three times a
week, and scares other bad people, including his neighbor. Gutenmorgen will never lay a
hand on his neighbor’s dog, though; he loves animals.
Sometimes Gutenmorgen has a very sharp mind, and thinks very
NRFLNSFYN[JQ^&YTYMJWYNRJXMJITJXNSHWJINGQ^XNQQ^YMNSLX+TWJ]FRUQJ\MNQJUQF^NSL
MNIJFSIXJJP\NYMXTRJHMNQIWJS,ZYJSRTWLJSMNIJXXT\JQQYMFYMJHFSѣYܪSIMNRXJQK
anymore. Like any upstanding member of society, Gutenmorgen cares what his
neighbors and coworkers think of him. Sometimes he forgets this, and jumps out the
second-story window of a building with a cake on his head. Most of the time, however,
,ZYJSRTWLJSYWNJXYTܪSIYMJRJFSNSLTKQNKJFSIXYWN[JXYTZSIJWXYFSIYMJSFYZWJTK
events, as well as the rules that govern them. He never loses the ability to be surprised,
to ask questions, and make brilliant deductions. What is a period—a small circle or a
very short line segment? What is it like to be driven into a corner? Is the middle the best
place for a person to be? What are the posthumous lives of writers like? Can you wade
into the same sea twice?
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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2
Published by
)NJSFX,WडRFYF
2017
,ঁYJSRTWLJSX
(pirm’reiz)
224 pages;
,ঁYJSRTWLJSX
Otrreiz
192 pages
All rights available
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Published by
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2JQVQ)KPVU+XWʓMȽPU

His novel TeachersMNLMQNLMYXYMJXNLSNܪHFSHJTKYJFHMJWXFSIJIZHFYNTS
NSYMHJSYZW^1FY[NF&PRJSYNफ़ॷXYWN[JXYTXNSLQJTZYYMJMJWTNHJSIJF[TWXTK
rural teachers – the nurturing of a new generation of intelligentsia to replace those
UWJ[NTZXQ^IJUTWYJIFSIJ]NQJI9MJSST[JQNXXYWZHYZWJIFXFM^UJWQN[JQ^WJFQNY^NS
the modernist spirit, which also echoes the atmosphere of Khrushchev’s political
YMF\&PRJSYNफ़ॷѣMJWTJXRNLMYRNXUQFHJYMJNWHFZXJFSIQTXJYMJNWQN[JX^JYYMJ^
refuse to play the part of the victim, instead getting by on their wits and cunning, a
characteristic of peasants in Latvian folklore. The new post-war generation and the
contradictions of Khrushchev’s era are diverse and interesting themes, demanding
a vivid dualism – hunger and the desire to live, modern science and fashion, the
theory underpinning the Party versus its true face. Competitive in everything, two
sisters intend to uphold the professional tradition of their pedagogical family.

12

The elder of the two, Velta, returns to teach in her native rural school after
her studies. Having taught at school since the end of the 19th century, their father
NXST\\WNYNSLMNXFZYTGNTLWFUM^UTWYWF^NSLMNRXJQKFXFUWTRNSJSYܪLZWJNSYMJ
WJ[TQZYNTS9MJNWXHMTTQNXFXXNLSJIFSJ\FSILNKYJIYJFHMJW/डSNX\MTYMWT\X
himself into every task assigned to him. But being idealistic, he soon succumbs
to the weight of his duties, burns out, and loses his life in a foolish protest against
the Party. The long-suffering collective memory – a characteristic of the novel in
its own right – is rewritten in turns within the novel’s narrative frame. The work
is written as a partly epistolary novel; the author’s research included reading
several hundred letters written in the 1950s by teachers from his own family and
conducting interviews with teachers who worked during those years.
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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&3)7.8&02*39.ढ़ॶ (1969) holds a university degree in journalism. He
QJHYZWJXNSHWJFYN[J\WNYNSLFSIYWFSXQFYJXFSNRFYNTSܪQRXKWTR*SLQNXMKTWIZGGNSL
&HJQJGWFYJIGFWIFSIܪ^ܫXMNSLJSYMZXNFXYMNXIJGZYNSYMJQNYJWFW^\TWQI\FXFXF
UTJYFSITWLFSN_JWTKUTJYW^J[JSYX1FZWJFYJTKYMJ0Qड[X*QXGJWLX&\FWI 
he has published four poetry collections, a short story collection entitled 9CTOGT
VJCPC6GCT (Preses Nams award for Best Prose Work, 2001), and a children’s
book, 6JTGG$TQVJGTU\MNHMJ]UQTWJXYMJMNXYTW^TK4QI7NLF&KTWRJWHWJFYN[J
XUJHNFQNXYNSYMJܪJQITKFI[JWYNXNSL&PRJSYNफ़ॷNXWJRJRGJWJIKTWHFRUFNLSXQNPJ
“Day of Song” by advertising agency RedCell Latvia, that received the 2006 Summit
International Award for the PR campaign.
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1
Published by
5ऱYJWLFNQNX
2002
140 pages

2
Published by
?[FNL_SJ&'(
2014
(Originally published
by Liesma,
1990)
160 pages

,:3)*,&7*5ॶ* (1960) was born in Riga, Latvia, where she studied art
history and theory. She was a lecturer for the Artists Union (1985–1992), and wrote
for the magazine .KGUOC, the newspapers .CDTɣV and +\INɣVɣDCWP-WNVʝTC, and literary
journal -CTQIU8MJMFXGJJSUZGQNXMNSLUWTXJXNSHJ7JUॷJMFXUZGQNXMJI
ten novels, including 6JWODGNKPC (2000), 6JG1TRJCPCIG (2008), the trilogy *GCX[
/GVCN (2012), 0KEG2GQRNG XN]HTQQJHYNTSXTKXMTWYXYTWNJXFSIRFS^GTTPX
TKSTSܪHYNTSNSHQZINSLGNTLWFUMNJXQNYJWFW^INFWNJXHTS[JWXFYNTSX\NYM\WNYJWXFSI
essays.
1

Written in the style of a diary, The Tin Scream centers on the world of
FXYJJSFLJWF\TWQIYMFYWJܫJHYXYMJTSLTNSLXTHNFQFSIUX^HMTQTLNHFQ
processes of society. At the beginning of the book, Rugetta, the protagonist, is in
the 6th grade and, on a friend’s recommendation, starts to keep a diary. This reveals
the everyday life at an elite Soviet school, friendships and betrayals, a protest over
the presence of Russians, and an admiration for Tarkovsky and world culture,
including Bach and Shakespeare. There is also a realignment of ideals, hence the
title of the novel: tin being a metal that is ductile and easily wrought, and the noise it
RFPJX\MJSGWTPJSNXHFQQJIѦYMJYNSXHWJFRѧ<NYMYMNXST[JQ7JUॷJTKKJWXWJFIJWX
a rich, evocatively drawn gallery of characters who have been delightfully and wittily
rendered, despite the tragic circumstances of that era. The world-renowned Latvian
theater director Alvis Hermanis and his theater company, the New Riga Theatre,
staged a production based on motifs from the novel, and this too has enjoyed public
acclaim.

2

,ZSIJLF7JUॷJѣXJFWQ^ST[JQMarked by Fire (1990), is distinctive both
among the author’s works as well as within modern Latvian prose. The book
describes a time before both the author and the novel’s narrator, Erika, were born; its
historical foundation is rooted in the post-war life of the Latvian intelligentsia, in the
YWFLNHKFYJTKYMJXTHFQQJIѦ+WJSHM,WTZUѧFSIYMJNWXJFWHMKTWNSYJQQJHYZFQSTGNQNY^
9MJXYTW^NXYTQIKWTRYMJUTNSYTK[NJ\TK*WNPFGTWSYT0डWQNXFSI2FLIFIZWNSL
YMJJ]NQJTK0डWQNXѣ\NKJ)FLRडWF/ZXYFXYMJ+WJSHM,WTZUѣXRJRGJWX\JWJJ]NQJI
YT8NGJWNFYMJST[JQѣXMJWTNSJ)FLRडWFFQXTXZKKJWXYMJMTWWTWXTKIJUTWYFYNTSFX
INI0डWQNXѣRTYMJWGJKTWJMJW9MJNWQN[JXFWJIJXYWT^JIG^YMJFLJNS\MNHMYMJ^QN[J
ў0डWQNXXYTUXUFNSYNSLGJHFZXJMNX\TWPNXSѣYGJNSLWJHTLSN_JIFSIMJZSIJWLTJX
YWJFYRJSYKTWFQHTMTQNXR)FLRडWFINJXJFWQ^MJWYWFSXQFYNTSXZSUZGQNXMJI/CTMGF
D[(KTGŦU cyclical style ends in 1987, when, rereading what she wrote thirteen years
prior, Erika marvels at the self-righteous tone of her memories. Taking into account
that these notes were written when she was eighteen, Erika’s impatience with the
vagueness of historical events is an understandable youthful ardor. At the end of
the novel, Erika is working in the library of a seaside village, where she is more
HJWYFNSYMFSJ[JWYMFYYMJUFXXFLJTKYNRJNXSTJ]HZXJ J[JSF\TWQITK[FQZFGQJ
GTTPXNXQNPJFSJYJWSFQܫFRJўFRJRTWNFQXNYJYMFYSJ[JWLWT\XIFWP
Contact:'डWGFQF8NRXTSJGFWGFQFXNRXTSJ%_[FNL_SJQ[

“The integral foundation for the poetic whole of this work is the writer’s
UFSTWFRNH[NJ\7JUॷJѣX\TWQINXHTSXYWZHYJIKWTRFXJWNJXTKHTZSYJWUTNSYX
contradictions, and contrasts. She is radical.” – Ilva Skulte, literary critic
Contact: 0FXUFWX*N_JSYडQXPFXUFWXJN_JSYFQX%UJYJWLFNQNXQ[
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2015
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2
Published by
)NJSFX,WडRFYF
2018
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.3,&ও41:)* (1984) is a prose writer and literary critic. She is the author
of four novels, two collections of stories, and a historical story. She teaches creative
\WNYNSL-JWXYTW^Ѧ)NWY^1FZSIW^ѧ YWFSXQFYJIG^2FWLNYF,FNQेYNXFSI;NOF0TXYTKK
was included in the anthology $GUV'WTQRGCP(KEVKQP published by Dalkey
&WHMN[J5WJXX-JWUWTXJMFXGJJSYWFSXQFYJINSYT*SLQNXM,JWRFS+WJSHM8\JINXM
Chinese, Czech, Hungarian, Slovenian, Croatian, Macedonian, Estonian, Lithuanian,
and Armenian.
1

The story collection Stories is compiled of seven independent and
meditative stories, each with a clearly laid out plot and individual characters. In
“The Hike,” three life-long friends go for a hike in the Swiss mountains and review
their lives and relationships, revealing life-long, dark secrets; in “Energy,” a wealthy
husband and his biologist wife go on vacation with two friends to a rural resort
in Norway, to reassess their marriage, and almost establish a love triangle in the
process. In yet another story, a couple lives in a house near which a new motorway
has been built, changing their household and disrupting their lives, which they
suddenly decide to reconstruct. “The Hair” follows a man whose wife is dying of
cancer and has freed him from their marriage – but when the man engages in a new
relationship, everything becomes complicated. These stories are masterpieces of
MZRFSUX^HMTQTL^[NJ\NSLRFS^INKKJWJSYUTXXNGQJXNYZFYNTSXJ]UJWNJSHJIG^FX
many and different characters.

2

Materia Botanica was written as a sequel to the novel 9CTO'CTVJ, picking
ZUJ]FHYQ^\MJWJ9CTO'CTVJ left off—just after its protagonist Daniel is in an
accident. In /CVGTKC$QVCPKEC, Daniel wakes up in the hospital after the accident
FSIܪSIXFQJYYJWKWTRMNXJ]LNWQKWNJSI0NWFFSIYMJNWXTS-JIJHNIJXYTWJYZWSYT
them. He leaves his family home once again, a decision with which the rest of his
family—especially his current partner, Voo, and his sister, Nelly, to whom he is tied
with strange and intimate strings—are not happy. Nevertheless, he goes back to
Kira and their son, and their reunion renews their bonds. But their new idyllic life is
NSYJWWZUYJIܪWXYG^0NWFѣXUWJLSFSH^\NYMYMJNWXJHTSIHMNQIFSIYMJSG^YMJFWWN[FQ
of Nelly, who is too dependent on Daniel. The strange intimacy between brother and
XNXYJWܫTZWNXMJXTSHJRTWJYMWJFYJSNSLYTWZNSMNXSJ\Q^WJGZNQYKFRNQ^QNKJ-T\J[JW
)FSNJQXJFWHMJXKTWF\F^TZYTKYJSܪSINSLWJKZLJNSSFYZWJFXMJNRRJWXJX
himself in botany, but at times his immersion is too deep, as Daniel starts to think
of himself as truly one with nature. He embodies the metaphor of a family tree, with
its roots, branches, fruit, and seeds. Captivating are the unusual plants and their
RFSNKJXYFYNTSNSYMJST[JQGTYM\NYMNSওTQZIJѣXQFSLZFLJFSINSYMJRNSITK)FSNJQ
/CVGTKC$QVCPKECRFSFLJXYTWJXTQ[JYMJHTSܫNHYXNS)FSNJQѣXKFRNQ^
who were the main focus in Warm Earth, and turns the spotlight on Daniel’s life
NSFHTSYNSZFYNTSTKMNXUJWXTSFQFSINSYNRFYJUFYMTKJ]NXYJSYNFQUZWXZNY'ZYYMJ
SFWWFYN[JITJXLN[J[TNHJYTYMJTYMJWHMFWFHYJWXFXYMJ^WJܫJHYTSJ[JSYXNSYMJNW
diary entries, giving readers a close and intimate view into each of their minds.
Contact:5NJWWJ&XYNJWUNJWWJ%UNJWWJFXYNJWHTR
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2JQVQɜKTVU4CɝGNKU

2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

07.89ॆ3*:1'*7,& (1979) is a Latvian author of novels for young adults
FSIFIZQYX8MJXYZINJIYMJTQTL^FYYMJ:SN[JWXNY^TK1FY[NF-JWܪWXYST[JQ+&QPŦV
4GCF$QQMU \FXF\FWIJIYMJ/डSNX'FQY[NQPX5WN_JUWNTWYTUZGQNHFYNTSFXYMJ
GJXY\TWPTK^TZSLFIZQYܪHYNTS-JWܪWXYST[JQKTWFIZQYX6JG)TGGP%TQY (2012)
won both the Raimonds Gerkens Prize as best original work of literature and the
2013 Annual Latvian Literature Award. Ulberga has also published several short
stories in Latvian literary magazines, newspapers, and anthologies.
1

The Green CrowNXFST[JQYMFYJ]UQTWJXYMJWJQFYNTSXMNUGJY\JJSFMZRFS
being and a bird, and is based on the assumption that such a bird, symbolizing
UWTKTZSIQ^J]UJWNJSHJIYWZJKWJJITRQN[JX\NYMNSZXFQQ9MJLWJJSHWT\ўFWFWJ
HTSHJNYJIGTNXYJWTZXHWJFYZWJўNXYMFYTKYMJST[JQѣXUWTYFLTSNXY8MJܪWXYRJJYX
the bird early in her childhood when the Green Crow emerges from her imaginary
forest, a place to which the protagonist habitually runs to hide from the daily hurt
FSINSOZXYNHJXXMJXZKKJWX\MJWJXMJܪSIXHTSXTQFYNTSNSYMJYWJJMTZXJXMJMFX
made herself. Searching for shelter and solace, she befriends the Green Crow. The
main character’s family is very well-off and she wants for nothing. However, one
IF^XMJܪSIXMJWXJQKNSFUX^HMNFYWNHHQNSNHKTQQT\NSLFXUFYJTKUJHZQNFWGJMF[NTW
culminating in her telling her family about the Green Crow. The novel has two
plotlines. One follows the protagonist’s adventures with the Green Crow, the other
her search for some meaning to her life along the corridors of a mental institution,
KTQQT\NSLMJWWJFQN_FYNTSYMFYKFRNQ^QNKJMFXKFNQJIYTHTSܪWRYMFYQNKJNXGJFZYNKZQ
and that anything more is needed.

2

The novel Santiago tells the story of a woman who invites her friend’s
seventeen-year-old son to go on a pilgrimage with her to Santiago de Compostela,
ostensibly in an attempt to help him get over a drug addiction, but in truth to ensure
she has a companion for a trip she is scared to undertake alone. They start in
Paris and hitchhike all the way down to the Spanish border. The novel is told in 22
chapters, each representing both an Arcanum from the Tarot Arcanology of Light
and a single day’s journey. The mismatched couple are ill-prepared for the trip;
neither ever having climbed a mountain or embarked on such a long journey. The
woman struggles to tolerate the young man’s lack of animation and passivity, yet
she cannot simply abandon him along the roadside. While travelling, they meet an
old man named Liberty (based on a true story) who has already undertaken the
pilgrimage fourteen times and is now doing it for the last time in his life. While
walking, they discuss their pasts and life in general, their path frequently crossing
that of Liberty’s. Right up to the very end of the pilgrimage, the woman seeks to
uncover the mysterious secret Liberty conceals and, in her quest to do so, discovers
a secret hidden within herself.
Whilst their nine-hundred-kilometer pilgrimage fails to deliver them into a
XYFYJTKJHXYFX^YMJ^ITMT\J[JWܪSIYMFYYMJNWQN[JXMF[JZSIJWLTSJFXNLSNܪHFSY
HMFSLJ9MJST[JQܫT\XJFXNQ^NSFQQNYXQF^JWXGZYNSST\F^HFSNYGJHTSXNIJWJI
a Santiago travel guide. It is rather to be read upon returning from a pilgrimage to
Santiago, savored in the twilight of desolation.
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

1

In the novel The Little Love Affair\JRJJY9Fफ़FF^TZSL1FY[NFS\TRFS
TSFSNSYJSXJVZJXYKTWMJWT\SNIJSYNY^&XYMJST[JQZSKTQIX9Fफ़FѣXXJFWHM
becomes intertwined with the responsibility she feels for her children, falling in love
and being in love, her countless losses and rebirths. After she is abandoned by her
MZXGFSI9Fफ़FXZIIJSQ^ܪSIXMJWXJQKFQTSJ\NYMYMWJJHMNQIWJS8MJUQZSLJXNSYT
FI[JSYZWJXўQTXNSLMJWXJQKYMJSܪSINSLMJWXJQKFLFNS8MJLJYXNS[TQ[JINS[FWNTZX
messes, but never hangs her head in defeat; she is a character who might cry
GWNJ^ܫGZYYMJSFQ\F^XLJYXZUIZXYXMJWXJQKTKK\NYMFXRNQJFSIHFWWNJXTS6JG
.KVVNG.QXG#HHCKT offers a cross-section of an untamed, young woman’s world, where
all moral judgment is left up to the reader.

20

2

The novel Why Did You Cry?NXXJYNSYMJܪSFQHMFTYNH^JFWXTKYMJ8T[NJY
:SNTS9MJUWTYFLTSNXY0FYWेSFNXFSIQN[NSLNSYMJTZYXPNWYXTK7NLF/ZXYGJKTWJ
MJWXN]YJJSYMGNWYMIF^XMJJRGFWPXFQTSJTSFQTSLOTZWSJ^FHWTXXMFQKTK7ZXXNF
to a mountain-climbers’ camp in the Caucasus. There, not only does she encounter
YMJRTZSYFNSXFSIYMJNWHMFQQJSLJXGZYFQXTRJJYXMJWܪWXYQT[J\MTMFUUJSXYT
be Russian. In Latvian society, where Russians are the occupiers, this is practically
HWNRNSFQ<MJSXMJWJYZWSXMTRJ0FYWेSFRZXYHTSKWTSYYMJZSHTRUWJMJSINSL
shock of those around her over her relationship, as well a family tragedy. As these
events unfold, so too does Latvia’s liberation from occupation with the collapse of
the Soviet Union.
“This is the story of a schoolgirl gradually becoming a woman and trying to
MJQUMJWXJQKYTܪLMYMJW\F^TZYTKFMTQJIZLG^TYMJWX4SQ^FITQJXHJSYXQN[JGTYM
desperately to the point of bad taste, as though there were no other way, and lightly
YTYMJUTNSYTKSFWWT\RNSIJISJXXFXYMTZLMFYFS^RTRJSYYMJ^RNLMY^ܫF\F^ѧ
ў.SJXJ?FSIJWJUTJYFSIJINYTW
Contact: )FHJ7ZPॷडSJWZPXFSJ%LRFNQHTR
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)&(*7:0ॶठ3* (1969) is a Latvian writer and journalist, author of 11
GTTPX7ZPॷडSJGJHFRJPST\SNSKTWMJWST[JQ6JG.KVVNG.QXG#HHCKT, which
YTZHMJIZUTSYMJXZGOJHYXTKKJRNSNSJXJ]ZFQNY^FSILFNSJILWJFYUTUZQFWNY^.Y
was followed by the books $GCVTKEGŦU$GFVKOG5VQTKGU (2002), and 9J[&KF;QW%T[!
(2003), as well as more than 500 articles and columns devoted to intimate subject
RFYYJWXFSIWJQFYNTSXMNUX)ZWNSLYMJX7ZPॷडSJFQXT\WTYJUTJYW^FSINSYMJ
early 2000s several of her plays were staged in various theaters in Latvia. Her works
have been translated into nine languages and her novels have been published in
translation in Germany, Denmark, Switzerland, Macedonia and Egypt.
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2JQVQ6QOU6TGKDGTIU

1

Urban Shamans NX0Z_RNSXѣܪWXYHTQQJHYNTSTKXMTWYXYTWNJX.YNXF
HTQQJHYNTSTKNSYJWHTSSJHYJIXYTWNJX\MJWJXZGYQJR^XYNHFQJ]UJWNJSHJXܪSIYMJNW
way into everyday urban life. Separate plots seamlessly intertwine, creating a
twisted and magical picture of the modern world. In spite of their surreal settings,
the stories remain grounded in our reality, with a great deal of tongue-in-cheek
humor. The book is designed and illustrated with a suitably bizarre visual aesthetic
by the author himself. In 2016, Urban Shamans won the Ventspils Silver Quill Award
FSI\FXSTRNSFYJIKTWGTYMYMJ1NJUडOF*LTSF1े[F1NYJWFW^5WN_JFSIYMJ
Annual Latvian Literature Award.

22

2

0Z_RNSXѣܪWXYST[JQHokhmah unfolds in Hokhmah, a small, quiet coastal
resort town in western Latvia. Hokhmah’s seemingly calm day-to-day life, history,
and mythology intertwine with the life stories of its residents, revealing their inner
HTSܫNHYXHTRUQJ]WJQFYNTSXMNUXFSIQTSLMJQIXJHWJYX-TPMRFMѣXXYTWNJXFWJ
HTRNHFQYWFLNHFSIFYYNRJXXZWWJFQYMTZLMYMJ^FWJGTZSIYTLJYMJWG^FHTSܫNHY
known to anyone who grew up in the countryside: a longing for one’s hometown
and a simultaneous wish to break off any connections with it forever, regardless of
whether or not that is actually possible.

Contact:8[JS0Z_RNSXX[JSPZ_RNSX%LRFNQHTR
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8;*30:?2.38 NXF1FY[NFS\WNYJWFWYNXYFSIFHYTW&ܪHYNTS\WNYJW
FSIOTZWSFQNXYMJFQXTJ]UJWNRJSYX\NYM[FWNTZXKTWRXTK[NXZFQFWYXFSIQNYJWFYZWJ
He is actively involved in other media projects and is known to the wider public as
one of the initiators and authors behind the 0'46'0 sketch theater project. His
works have been translated into English, Russian, Lithuanian, Estonian, and Spanish,
and published in various printed and online platforms.
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Writer and journalist &734/:3)?* (1965) was born in the Latvian town
TK/FZSUNJGFQLF-JLWFIZFYJIKWTRYMJ+FHZQY^TK*IZHFYNTSFSIMFXF5M)NS
philology. He has worked in Latvian television for over 10 years, directing various
programs dedicated to culture and literature. Arno Jundze is an editor of the cultural
news section for one of the biggest newspapers in Latvia, and helps in shaping the
country’s most important art and literary forums and outlets. He was a member of
YMJHTZSHNQFYYMJ8YFYJ(ZQYZWJ(FUNYFQ+TZSIFYNTSFSIHMFNWRFSTKYMJGTFWITK
its literature department from 2010-2012. Currently, Jundze is head of the Latvian
Writers’ Union. Jundze has received numerous prizes for both his literary work and
his work in television. He has also published several children’s books.
1

Dust in the Hourglass (2014) is a story about a naive young man who
dreams of a romantic future and an open door to endless possibilities. Instead,
he ends up in Afghanistan in the hellscape of war, where he is forced to do almost
anything to salvage any semblance of a future. In this future, however, it will be
easier to kill than to love. A Lutheran minister and Gulag survivor serves only God,
because the villagers often avoid even saying hello to him. A talented researcher
at the turn of the millennium dreams about a career in science, but in order to
support his family, he ends up selling tractors. A once famous journalist, now an
FIINHYNXJ]HNYJIFGTZYLJYYNSLYMJXHTTUTKMNXHFWJJW\NYMTZYWJFQN_NSLYMFYMJNX
being played by the secret service. There are echoes from witch trials, death and
love in Paris, a walk into the realm of silence, and fragments of overheard phone
HTS[JWXFYNTSXXJHWJYQ^HTUNJIQJYYJWXFSIYJ]YRJXXFLJXYMFYYMJWJFIJWRZXYUZY
together like pieces of a puzzle. &WUVKPVJG*QWTINCUU was shortlisted for the 2014
Annual Latvian Literature Award.

2

The novel Red Mercury (2017) focuses on the residents of Latvia in the
1990s. Medieval kings longed to get their hands on the Philosopher’s stone, a
XZGXYFSHJJ]YTQQJIG^FQHMJRNXYXKTWNYXUWTRNXJTKJYJWSFQ^TZYMMFUUNSJXXFSI
wealth. In the 1990s, history repeated itself much more simply – without any secret
teachings or veiled intimations. People started chasing blindly after red mercury; a
product of the imagination of Soviet intelligence services, an implausible miracle
potion capable of granting world domination to whoever had it in their possession.
Yet these people were outnumbered by those who simply wished to get on with
their lives, to be happy and to love. As the wheels of the epochs turned, dreams and
illusions crumbled – it was no easy task holding onto both oneself and one’s selfesteem in the ensuing turmoil. Latvia suddenly broke free, but not everyone had the
XYWJSLYMYTܪSIYMFYKWJJITR\NYMNSFXJFHMFSIJ[JW^TSJTKZXXYWT[JKTWXZW[N[FQ
The novel depicts a broad spectrum of society. There are those from an older
LJSJWFYNTS\MTWJHJN[JI\NYMNSIJUJSIJSHJFSZSJ]UJHYJITUUTWYZSNY^YTܪSFQQ^
RJJYYMJNWWJQFYN[JX\MTMFIGJJSIWN[JSNSYTJ]NQJ9MJWJFWJ0,'FLJSYXFSIYMJWJ
FWJYMJIJKJSIJWXTKNSIJUJSIJSHJ9MJQFXY+TWJXY'WTYMJWHTRJXTZYTKYMJKTWJXY
FKYJWܪKY^^JFWXXUJSYNSMNINSLFXFWJXZQYTKMNXWJOJHYNTSTK8T[NJYUT\JW&SIYMJWJ
are also the very young who desire to be happy, but are oblivious to how heavily
YMJNWܪWXYXYJUXNSYTYMJKWJJ\NQI\TWQIFWJFGTZYYTYJXYYMJR
Contact:)FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[

Contact: 'डWGFQF8NRXTSJGFWGFQFXNRXTSJ%_[FNL_SJQ[
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2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

“It’s strange how poorly I remember my dad. If I hadn’t dug up those
HTZUQJTKUMTYTLWFUMXKWTRR^RTRѣXXJHWJYGT]GZWNJIIJJUIT\SNSYMJIWF\JW.
might not even remember his face. I was my mother’s daughter, and Edgars was his
father’s son; that’s what everyone said. It’s as if we weren’t even brother and sister.”
(from 6JG5GETGV$QZ, translated by Jayde Will)
Contact:/डSNX4LFOFSNX%FULFIXRFSXFWIXQ[

4SYMJHZXUTK\TRFSMTTI)FNSF9FGঁSFѣXMJWTNSJXFWJHTSXYFSYQ^
HTSKWTSYNSLYMJZSJ]UJHYJI&IZQYQNKJXJJRXOZXYFWTZSIYMJHTWSJWGZYXTFWJYMJ
kinds of surprise encounters that might change everything. Two siblings realize
YMJ^ѣWJYTTTQIYTGJUQF^NSL\NYMUFUJWITQQXFSIGJLNSYTWJJ]FRNSJYMJNWHQTXJ
relationship. A girl who dreads visiting her religious grandmother develops her
T\S]ܪFYNTS\NYM/JXZXFSIFINXFKKJHYJI^TZSL\TRFSQNXYQJXXQ^\FSIJWNSLYMJ
XYWJJYXXYZRGQJXNSYTFSF\P\FWIWJQFYNTSXMNU\NYMFSTKܪHJ\TWPJW9MJSFWWFYTWX
of these stories each try, in their own way, to make sense of how to behave in a
world that doesn’t offer any clear answers. Life, however, always has some sort of
surprise in store, and suddenly nothing is as it was before.
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)&.3&9&'ঀ3& (1985) is a Latvian writer and graduate of the Latvian
Academy of Culture. Her short stories have been published in numerous Latvian
UZGQNHFYNTSXXNSHJ-JWܪWXYXMTWYXYTW^HTQQJHYNTSJSYNYQJIѦ9MJ+NWXY9NRJѧ\FX
published in 2014, and was shortlisted for the 2015 Annual Latvian Literary Award
KTW'JXY)JGZY.S9FGঁSFWJHJN[JIYMJ5WTXJ7JFINSLKJXYN[FQ&\FWIFSINS
2017 6JG(KTUV6KOG was published in the UK by The Emma Press as 6JG5GETGV$QZ.
Her works have been translated into German, Slovenian, Lithuanian and Chinese.
She lives and works in Riga.
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2JQVQɜKTVU4CɝGNKU

1

Reds, Rats and Rock’n’Roll (2002) is a retrospective on the era of socialism
in Latvia. The action takes place between the 1978-1989, the most severely
tarnished phase of Soviet splendor. Various colorful characters live their lives in
the pages of this book: the thoroughly drunk poet Harry Mikelson, who, for the
consolidation of his career, becomes a spokesperson for the Cheka; the old Cheka
TKܪHNFQ\MTHTRRNYXXZNHNIJKTWZSPST\SWJFXTSX YMJX\NRRJWFSIUTYJSYNFQ
champion, Eva Kallas, and her romance with the somber Israeli spy, Joren, who
doesn’t quite know whom he works for and what he gains from his spying; the
WZKܪFS?RJOXFSIMNXHTRWFIJX /T_JK\MTMFXIJHNIJIYTOTNSYMJFWR^ FX\JQQ
as an endless number of other individuals. Each character has a separate storyline,
FSIFYܪWXYLQFSHJNYXJJRXYMJ^ITSTYMF[JFSIHTZQISTYMF[JFS^YMNSLNS
common.
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9MJ8T[NJY:SNTS\FXFUWTOJHYܪWRQ^GFXJINSXHNJSYNܪH(TRRZSNXRFSI
atheism. In spite of this, a few people in remote areas overgrown with alders kept
TSKTXYJWNSLHJSYZWNJXTQIXUNWNYZFQYWFINYNTSX*FXYJWS4WYMTIT]4QI'JQNJ[JWX\JWJ
one such group; they found refuge in eastern Latvia. They are at the center of Pauls
Bankovskis’s novel Secrets. The book follows several generations of Old Believers,
in a kaleidoscope of love stories and family tragedies. Against an ever-changing
backdrop of ruling powers and regimes—and in spite of them—these communities
XYNQQYW^YTMTQITSYTYMJNWTQIYWFINYNTSX&YܪWXYXZUJWSFYZWFQGJNSLXQN[JSJFWYMJ4QI
Believers. With time, though, their role in people’s diminishes, as the Old Believers’
HZQYZWJQTXJXYMJFGNQNY^YTܪLMYFLFNSXYYMJNSܫZJSHJTKYNRJ
Bankovskis says that 5GETGVU is “the story of the author coming into
contact with and falling in love with two things: an old-fashioned routine of daily life,
determined by faith, and the modern-day actions dictated by this routine.” That’s
why the subtitle of this book is “a borderland romance.” He does emphasize: “The
overall theme of the book is to urge readers to imagine. Imagination is the very thing
that can in a single moment transform scenes of saints and the past, painted in
bright gold, into reality strengthened by faith.”
Contact:5FZQX'FSPT[XPNXYJQTRJWF%LRFNQHTR
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Writer and journalist PAULS BANKOVSKIS \FXGTWSNS1ेLFYSJ
Latvia. He studied glasswork at the Riga School for Applied Arts, and philosophy at
the University of Latvia (1992–1996). He has been publishing works of prose since
&UWTQNܪHFZYMTW\NYMNSFXUFSTKFIJHFIJ'FSPT[XPNXMFIUZGQNXMJI
novels and two collections of short stories, as well as a children’s book and a book
TKSTSܪHYNTS-NXKTHZXYJSIXYTXMNKYKWTR1FY[NFSMNXYTW^NYXR^YMXFSIQJLJSIXYT
the realities of the recent Soviet past, to the possibilities of the future. In late 2007,
'FSPT[XPNXUZGQNXMJIMNXܪWXYHMNQIWJSѣXGTTP6JG6KP[0QIIKPU2NC[*QWUG (2007),
\MNHM\FXF\FWIJIYMJ.SYJWSFYNTSFQ/डSNX'FQY[NQPX5WN_JNS(MNQIWJSѣX1NYJWFYZWJ
and Book Art in 2008.
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2JQVQ'FICTU,WTLȽPU

Jelgava ‘94 proved to be a real hit and bestseller in Latvia. The story takes
place in the Latvian town of Jelgava and centers around the rather short-lived craze
for heavy metal music in the 1990s. The reader is given a view into this world from
YMJNSXNIJўYMJYJ]YNXGTYMFSNSYNRFYJINFW^TKF^TZSLXYJWYW^NSLYTܪSIMNRXJQK
by joining a subculture, as well as a skillful, detailed, and almost documentary
depiction of recent history, i.e. the beginnings of a Latvia that had just regained its
independence.
The story seems even more captivating to the generation that shares
YMJXFRJUJWHJUYNTSFSIJ]UJWNJSHJTKYMJ\TWQIў/Tफ़J[XNXYMJܪWXYFRTSLYMNX
generation who has managed to stir its memories by transforming these images
FSIYMFYUJWNTINSYTFKZQQܫJILJI\TWPTKQNYJWFYZWJ
Contact: /डSNX/Tफ़J[XOFSNXOTSJ[X%LRFNQHTR
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/ठ3.8/4ढ़*;8 (1980) graduated from the Latvian Academy of Culture.
Since 2002 he has been working as a copywriter, reviewer, and translator from
+WJSHM-NXܪWXYST[JQ,GNICXCŦ, was published in 2013. The novel garnered
acclaim from critics and readers alike, and received numerous awards: the 2013
Annual Latvian Literature Award for Best Debut; the 2014 European Union Prize
for Literature; and the 2014 Kilogram of Culture Award presented by Latvian
Television. It was also named among the 100 favorite Latvian books of all time on
the television show )TGCV4GCFKPI, and the Children’s Jury (a project involving young
readers from all over Latvia) chose the book as their favorite book in the 15+ age
group.

2JQVQ-TKUVCRU-CNPU

48;&1)8?*'7.8 NXF1FY[NFSUWTXJ\WNYJWFSIUZGQNHNXY?JGWNXѣ
ܪWXYGTTPўFHTQQJHYNTSTKXMTWYXYTWNJX(TGGFQOKP0GVU (2010), brought him
instant popularity among readers and won him the 2010 Annual Latvian Literature
Award for Best Debut. In the 5JCFQYQH4QQUVGT*KNl (2014) is his third book. His
novel, 2GQRNGQHVJG9QQFGP*QWUG (2013), was shortlisted for the 2013 Annual
Latvian Literature Award.
1

Winner of the 2017 European Union Prize for Literature and a nominee
for the 2014 Annual Latvian Literature Award, the novel In the Shadow of Rooster
Hill is a about the birth of the national consciousness of the Latvian nation, one
generation of the nation’s teachers, the courage to oppose the insanity of violence
and the consequences of failing to prevail over personal fear. It is 1905 in Riga, a
city rocked by workers’ riots, violence, and pogroms during the waning days of the
Russian Empire, when the Tsar is gradually losing his grip over his vast domain.
Revolution is in the air – brother pitted against brother, social unrest and turmoil
force people to choose sides. Amid this upheaval, a former schoolteacher becomes
involved in the revolution, but soon realizes that the impending war is bound to
require more of him than he is willing to give. A year later, the dramatic kidnapping
of three children has Riga’s police force on edge. Who are the culprits? And what is
their motivation? The answers to this mysterious investigation will shatter the lives
of two families as they struggle to identify who they should blame for the revolution.
?JGWNX\JF[JXFUT\JWKZQYFQJTKFHTZSYW^ѣXIJXNWJKTWKWJJITRXJYFLFNSXYYMJ
backdrop of the 1905 Revolution in Tsarist Russia, a process that gave birth to
some of the most dramatic events in the 20th century.
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/ȽTCNXFST[JQFGTZYFLWTZUTKXN]YJJS^JFWTQIX.YYJQQXTKYMJNWܪWXY
JSHTZSYJW\NYMUN[TYFQHMTNHJXFSIIJHNXNTSX2डWFYMJUWTYFLTSNXYMFXGJJSHQTXJ
KWNJSIX\NYMYMWJJHQFXXRFYJXџ*ILFW5FZQFSI2डWYNफ़ॷџXNSHJܪWXYLWFIJ.SMNLM
school, she is forced to deal with problems resulting from two new classmates, and
with her friends’ betrayal. Then, the long-cherished friendship suddenly shatters.
When even her own home isn’t safe anymore, when the old foundations have
INXFUUJFWJIGZYXMJITJXSѣY^JYMF[JSJ\TSJXZSIJWKTTY2डWFJSIXZURFPNSLF
desperate move...
9MNXNXFXYTW^FGTZYHTZWFLJџFGTZY2डWFѣXOTZWSJ^KWTRXJQKF\FWJSJXX
to her acceptance and manifestation of that awareness. In the four parts of the
ST[JQ2डWFIJFQX\NYM\MFYXMJGJQNJ[JXFWJRNXYFPJXNSFIJVZFHNJXFSIYMJKFHY
YMFYXMJITJXSѣYܪYNSџNXXZJXYMFYFWJFQQXTXNLSNܪHFSYNSFITQJXHJSHJ8TRJYNRJX
YMJXJNXXZJXWJRFNSXNLSNܪHFSYYMWTZLMTZYXTRJTSJѣXQNKJ9MFYѣX\M^YMNXNXSѣY
XYJWJTY^UNHFQѦ>&QNYJWFYZWJѧ7FYMJWNYѣXQNYJWFYZWJYMFYJ]UQTWJXYMJUWTHJXXTK
growing up.
Contact: )FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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1

In the novel The Glass Shards, events evolve during the late 1930s at the
YNRJTKUWJXNIJSY0डWQNX:QRFSNXѣFZYMTWNYFWNFSWJLNRJ9MNXUJWNTINS1FY[NFNXTKYJS
associated with images of a burgeoning economy, social stability, and the swelling
of national pride; at the same time, these are the years when concepts such as
“reduced value individuals” – individuals who are perceived to be a threat to the
future happiness of the nation – were also disseminated. Popular in Europe, the
HTSHJUYTKJZLJSNHXMFXFQXTNSܪQYWFYJI1FY[NFHWJFYNSLSJLFYN[JFYYNYZIJXYT\FWI
RJSYFQMJFQYMUFYNJSYX2FLIFQऱSFYMJST[JQѣXUWTYFLTSNXYMFXGJJSWFUJIFSI
is subsequently diagnosed as mentally ill in a psychiatric clinic. There, she meets
0डWQNXF^TZSLUWTLWJXXN[JUX^HMNFYWNXY\MTXJ[NJ\XTSYMJYWJFYRJSYTKRJSYFQ
NQQSJXXMF[JGJJSNSܫZJSHJIG^+WJZIѣXUX^HMTFSFQ^YNHFQYJFHMNSLX5FYNJSYFSI
UX^HMNFYWNXYܪSIYMJRXJQ[JXIWF\SYTJFHMTYMJWJRTYNTSFQQ^\MJSYMJMJFITK
the state-endorsed eugenics program visits the clinic promoting the sterilization
TKRJSYFQQ^JSKJJGQJIUFYNJSYXѦKTWYMJNWT\SLTTIFX\JQQFXKTWYMJGJSJܪYTKTZW
KZYZWJѧ9MJST[JQѣXMJWTJXܪSIYMJRXJQ[JXNSUWJHFWNTZXXNYZFYNTSXYMJNWIJHNXNTSX
XJJRNSLQ^HTSYWTQQJIG^YMJXMFIT\TK2FLIFQऱSF

2

In her novel The Beautiful Ones, Inga Gaile tries to understand how she
FSIMJWHTSYJRUTWFWNJXMF[JGJJSNSܫZJSHJIG^Y\TYWFLJINJXTKYMJYMHJSYZW^
Nazism and Stalinism. It is the author’s attempt to tell a story about people who
managed to stay humane despite the impossible circumstances, guided by a
hope to live more freely. One of her themes is that the dual value system—good/
bad, beautiful/ugly—is limiting for humanity. The novel has three parts, each
\NYMFKJRFQJUWTYFLTSNXY+NWXYNX;NTQJYF\MTNXNRUWNXTSJINSYMJ7F[JSXGWझHP
HTSHJSYWFYNTSHFRUNS9MJUWTYFLTSNXYTKYMJXJHTSIUFWYNX2FLIFQऱSF\MT
NXFQXTFUWTYFLTSNXYNS,FNQJѣXܪWXYST[JQ6JG)NCUU5JCTFU<JRJJY2FLIFQऱSF
NS1FY[NFNS9MJUWTYFLTSNXYTKYMJYMNWIUFWYNX2FLIFQऱSFѣXLWFSIIFZLMYJW
Duks—our contemporary. She has, however, never met her grandmother; she is also
indirectly connected to Violeta. The novel’s main themes are beauty, a woman’s
TZYJWFUUJFWFSHJFSIYMJINKKJWJSY\F^X\TRJSFWJTGOJHYNܪJI9MNXXYTW^FQXT
XMT\X\MFYMFUUJSXYT\TRJS\MTJ]UJWNJSHJ[NTQJSHJFSIMT\YMJ^IJFQ\NYMNY
The novel talks about concentration camp brothels, which is a subject that
hasn’t really been discussed before. It describes the fates of women who worked in
the brothels of the era, and the fates of any children born as a result. The broader
descriptions of this period of history tend to lack the voices of witnesses. On the
other hand, more and more historical researchers are trying to add the missing
testimonies to history, giving authors like Gaile access to records about women
who worked in concentration camp brothels, or women who were subject to the
Soviet Army’s rape march.
6JG$GCWVKHWN1PGU is a literary work that employs many historical facts.
&RTSLYMJRFWJ0FYWेSF;FNHFѣXQ^SHMNSLYWNFQNSYMJ7F[JSXGWझHPHFRUYMJ
UZSNXMRJSYTKUWNXTSJWXIZWNSLYMJXZGXJVZJSYXJFWHMKTW0FYWेSFYMJGWTYMJQX
YMJRXJQ[JXFSIMT\YMJ^\JWJTWLFSN_JIJ]UJWNRJSYXMT\YMJHFRU\FX
liberated, and how children deported to Siberia were sent back to Latvia.
Contact:)FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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INGA GAILE (1976) is a Latvian poet, prose writer, playwright, performance
FWYNXYFSIYMJFYJWINWJHYTW<NYMMJWZSNVZJGWFSITKMZRTWXMJJ]UQTWJXNSSJW
XYFYJXTKGJNSLMJWT\SJ]UJWNJSHJXYMJJ[JW^IF^QN[JXTK\TRJSFSIXYNLRFYN_JI
groups of society, while promoting equal rights. She has won several awards,
including the 2015 Annual Latvian Literature Award in the children’s literature
category. Inga Gaile is an active participnt in the feminist movement in Latvia and is
a founder of stand-up comedy group Women’s Stand-up.
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2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

1

Into the Light is Egle’s prose debut. It includes eight stories whose themes
HTSSJHY\NYMYMJSTYXTXZSS^RTRJSYXFSIFXUJHYXTKQNKJ*LQJJ]UQTWJXXZGOJHYX
that have been kept hidden or considered unsuitable for discussion – violence
FLFNSXY\TRJSUJITUMNQNFYWFSXXJ]ZFQNY^9MJYMJRJXWZSSNSLYMWTZLMYMNX
collection are guilt, domestic abuse, helplessness – how these form, how they
affect a person’s later behavior, what effects they have on the direction of one’s life.
All eight stories are about family relationships – about brothers, about mothers and
daughters, fathers and sons. Each story brings to light secrets or occurrences that
are typically hidden and not spoken of in our society.
“This book brings a new, but mature, voice to the world of Latvian
storytelling. The individuals in these stories seem both ‘written off’ by life as well as
Ѣ\WNYYJSTZYѣTKNY*]UTXNSLJ[JW^IF^[NTQJSHJYMJFZYMTWMFXLF_JINSYTYMJIJJU
IFWPHZWWJSYTKMZRFSSFYZWJѧў7ZIेYJ0FQUNफ़FQNYJWFW^HWNYNH
“Jana Egle’s stories distinguish themselves in that as they show real life
FSIWJܫJHYSJFWQ^ZSGJQNJ[FGQJXNYZFYNTSX NSYMJRQNKJѣXIWFRFYNHFSIXTRJYNRJX
tragic aspects blend together with the comical. Jana talks about that which we
typically keep hidden and generates so much empathy in the reader that at times
YMJWJFIJWJ[JSKTWLJYXYMFYYMNXNXQNYJWFYZWJѧў.SLFওTQZIJFZYMTW
“Egle’s stories are focused; there is nothing unnecessary in them. All of
their power is contained in their action, not a step to the right, not a step to the left,
and there is also quite a lot of dialogue.” – Arturs Skutelis, literary critic
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2

Jana Egle’s second collection of short stories, Strangers or Milenkiy ty moy
(2018) consists of eight stories named for their protagonists: Margarita, Harold,
Alyevtina, Sandris, Theophil, Adrian, Veronika and Carrie. Each narrative is closely
connected to the others; this is revealed when reading the stories one after the
other, in sequence. Egle has succeeded in incorporating a wider characterization of
the period in each story. Through the stories of Margarita, Harold, Sandris, Theophil,
Adrian, and Carrie we catch a glimpse of contemporary life; through the story of
Alyevtina we are introduced to the harsh realities of the Soviet era; but Veronika’s
life story reaches back to events that took place during World War II. The collection
could also be regarded as a novel in multiple voices, or an episodic novel.
The underlying thread of the stories is about the relationships between
Latvians and Russians, estrangement that can form between people, about the way
we are able or unable to form relationships, and about the way that the foreign or
unknown can suddenly become familiar and close, or vice versa. Egle herself says:
“5VTCPIGTUQT/[&CTNKPI is about bonds that have been broken. About strangers
who in fact are very close, and their fate. No one knows whether estrangement can
be reversed and a relationship given new life. Somebody has to have the courage to
YFPJYMJܪWXYXYJUYTT[JWHTRJYMJUFXXFLJTKYNRJ\WTSLITNSLXFXJSXJTKLZNQYѧ
Contact:*[F/FSXTSJJ[FOFSXTSJ%QFQ[
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JANA EGLE (1963) is a poet and prose writer. Her poetry collection To
*GCTVJG7PUCKF was published in 2002. She received the main prize at the Prose
7JFINSLX+JXYN[FQKTWMJWXYTWNJXѦ8ZHMFS&ZYZRSѧFSIѦ4KKYTYMJ8JFѧFSIMJW
story collection +PVQVJG.KIJV (2016) received the 2017 Annual Latvian Literature
Award for Best Prose. Egle is also a lecturer in Literary Studies at the University of
1NJUडOF
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The novel Master of Lies is a fast-paced tale in which a classic thriller and
crime plot are used to create a more profound theme – that of a person’s path to
XJQKF\FWJSJXXIZWNSLFUJWNTITKMNXYTWNHHTRUQJ]NY^FSIYMJINQJRRFTKGFQFSHNSL
the desire for survival with that for a clear conscience. The engrossing story of
love, crime, and a search for the meaning of life unfolds against a vividly depicted
background of recent Latvian history. Alise and Aleksandrs grow up in late-Soviet
Riga – in the same period of history, but in different worlds. Alise is a child of a
well-to-do party functionary, while Aleksandrs, having arrived in the capital city from
the countryside, ends up in a communal apartment and hanging out with street
gangs. The grown-up Alise spends most of her time in her own world of dreams and
feelings – living in a bubble that gently sweeps her through the times of change,
\MNQJ&QJPXFSIWXܫJJXYMJ:887FSIGJHTRJXUFWYTKFSNSYJWSFYNTSFQRFܪFIJFQNSL
in gemstones.
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Alise and Aleksandrs don’t know each other, however, they are linked by
a mysterious person who calls himself the Master of Lies and who holds in his
hands the threads of the silent instrument of power so popular in the USSR: a web
of secret agents, informers, and denouncers. The paths of Aleksandrs and Alise
LWFIZFQQ^RT[JHQTXJWZSYNQYMJ^ܪSFQQ^HWTXXFSINSST\NSIJUJSIJSY1FY[NFYMJ^
of course, fall for each other. However, there is an obstacle to their happiness, a
betrayal that took place in the past: one that they would like to believe had been
forced upon them by the prevailing situation, yet the question remains of just how
far a ruling power can manipulate the conscience of person who on the inside
remains free.
Contact:'डWGFQF8NRXTSJGFWGFQFXNRXTSJ%_[FNL_SJQ[
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Writer '&.'&?ॆ1* (1974) was born in Ventspils, Latvia, and now lives in
+WFSPKZWYFR2FNSNS,JWRFS^8MJMFXYWFSXQFYJINSYT1FY[NFSYMJ\TWPXTK'TWNX
Vian, Albert Camus, and Simone Weil, among others. Prior to 6JG/CUVGTQH.KGU
?ेQJUZGQNXMJIYMJST[JQ5KOWNCVKPI.KHG (2006) under the pseudonym Anna
Kravicka. Self help book &WORNKPICPF-CTOC (2019) and the collection of stories
6JG%QNFGUV9KPVGTKP1PG*WPFTGFCPF(KHV[;GCTU (2020) are the most recent works
G^'FNGF?ेQJ8MJMFXFQXT\WNYYJSXJ[JWFQGTTPXNS*SLQNXMZSIJWYMJUJSSFRJ
Barbara Sea.
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The Cattle Express (2016) is a contemporary Latvian author’s effort to
pinpoint both his personal identity and a universal human one; he seeks to combine
GTYMNSYTFHTMJWJSY\MTQJ9\TUQTYQNSJXWZSUFWFQQJQNSYMNXYJ]YYMJܪWXYYFPJX
UQFHJNS1FY[NFNSYMJܪWXYMFQKTKYMJYMHJSYZW^ YMJXJHTSINSXYHJSYZW^3J\
York City. Crosshill’s story of occupation, deportations, war, and the authoritarian
WJLNRJTK0डWQNX:QRFSNXўYMJܪWXY1FY[NFS5WNRJ2NSNXYJWўWZSXXNIJG^XNIJFQTSL
a tale of the modern world of Wall Street – which comes with a promising life full of
possibility.
Two characters also act in parallel, with half a century separating them.
Readers meet Laura – a girl from Ulmanis-era Latvia who endured deportation to
Krasnoyarsk – and her grandson Peter – a young man who’s landed in the tangled
XHMJRNSLTKYMJ<FQQ8YWJJYܪSFSHNFQ\TWQI\NYMFQTYTKUTXY8T[NJYGFLLFLJ2FS^
things make 6JG%CVVNG'ZRTGUU not only a deeply meaningful read, but also an
J]HNYNSLTSJ&RTSLYMJXJFWJXMFWJINSYWNLZJGJY\JJSYMJY\TUQTYQNSJXRFXYJWKZQQ^
depicted vignettes of New York City, the complicated love lives and journeys into
adulthood for both young protagonists, as well as thriller-worthy plot twists. Crosshill
proves he can write skillfully in a style that not only combines the hallmarks of
MNXYTWNHFQܪHYNTSFSIHTSYJRUTWFW^UWTXJGZYNXFQXTHTRUQJYJQ^INKKJWJSYKWTR
his previous work. Black-and-white comics by young Latvian artist Mikus Duncis
NQQZXYWFYJYMJST[JQ9MJ^FQXTWJܫJHYTSJTKUWTYFLTSNXY5JYJWѣXMTGGNJXNSMNXXUFWJ
time, he draws comics, trying to illustrate his grandmother’s life story.
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2

The collection Seeing Double and Other Stories was published in Latvian in
2011. It contains 13 of Crosshill’s stories, including 2011 Nebula nominee “Mama,
<J&WJ?MJS^F>TZW8TSѧFSI<WNYJWXTKYMJ+ZYZWJ\NSSJWѦ8JJNSL)TZGQJѧ
+WTRVZFSYZRRJHMFSNHXYT^ܫNSLUNLXKWTRMN[JRNSIXYTUFXXJSLJWIWFLTSX
from time travel back to the USSR to a future where Russia rules the Baltics,
Crosshill’s tales span numerous settings and genres.
“5GGKPI&QWDNGCPF1VJGT5VQTKGUNXSѣYYMJܪWXYXHNܪXMTWYXYTW^HTQQJHYNTS
in Latvian literature. It’s special, though, because it simultaneously is and is not
YWFINYNTSFQXHNJSHJܪHYNTS9MJFZYMTWYTZHMJXTSFSZRGJWTKYMJRJXYMFYMF[J
TKYJSHTRJZUNSGTYMQNYJWFYZWJFSIRT[NJXIZWNSLYMJXHNJSHJܪHYNTSGTTRTK
YMJQFXYܪKY^^JFWXџRTXYQ^TZYXNIJ1FY[NF9MJXJYMJRJXNSHQZIJKZYZWJJWFUJTUQJ
under the control of technological achievements, A.I. trying to be just like humans,
YMJUFWFIT]JXTKYNRJYWF[JQFSIFHWJFYTWѣXWJXUTSXNGNQNY^KTWMNXHWJFYNTSX.SMNX
stories, [Crosshill] skillfully uses a technique I like to call the crooked mirror, or multifaceted prism approach. By changing the angle from which we look at an object or
event, he gives a grotesque slant to our point of view. This slant reveals the object
YTZXKWTRF[JW^MZRFSNSYNRFYJUJWXUJHYN[Jѧў'डWGFQF8NRXTSJQNYJWFW^HWNYNH
Contact:9TR(WTXXMNQQYTR%YTRHWTXXMNQQHTR
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TOM CROSSHILL’S UXJZITS^RTK9TRX0WJNHGJWLXܪHYNTSMFX
GJJSSTRNSFYJIYMWJJYNRJXKTWYMJ3JGZQF&\FWIYMJ<8+&8RFQQ5WJXX&\FWI
and the Annual Latvian Literature Award. He is the author of 6JG%CV-KPIQH*CXCPC
(2016), a YA novel about Cuba, salsa, and lolcats. Crosshill lived in the United States
for several years and now resides in Latvia.
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the theater’s power. Yet their road isn’t easy – the idealistic Malda, who’s pregnant,
can no longer separate true love from performed love, and the tricky Gurds, sensing
imminent danger to the movement, tries to make a scapegoat out of the egotistical
Vladis, who in turn has landed himself a good role, no longer wanting to resist the
J]NXYNSLTWIJW
2

1

Her novel Moon Theater (2015) combines dystopian fantasy with the
XYTW^YJQQNSLYJHMSNVZJXY^UNHFQYTQNYJWFW^ܪHYNTSHWJFYNSLFGTTPYMFYNXGTYM
accessible and attractive to genre readers as well as to a wider audience that values
intellectual challenges. In an enormous theater on many stages there are theater
performances all happening at the same time. The actors don’t have their own
identity outside of their stage lives, and no objective other than trying to get the
chance for a better role and trying not to wind up in the playwrights’ bad books. Who
FWJYMJXJUQF^\WNLMYX\MTNXYMJFZINJSHJFSIITFS^TKYMJRWJFQQ^J]NXY$3TTSJ
PST\X FQYMTZLMFKJ\TKYMJRўYMJNSVZNXNYN[J^TZSL1FUXFKTWJ]FRUQJўYW^YT
ܪSITZY
One of the book’s central characters – a nameless Actor – tries
desperately to take part in the scenarios scripted for him, but each time he tries to
earnestly play his role, it becomes more and more bizarre, tearing down the border
between performance and truth. Similarly, the Mime – one of the androids equipped
\NYMFWYNܪHNFQNSYJQQNLJSHJ\MTRFNSYFNSXTWIJWNSYMJYMJFYJW\TWQIўYWNJXYTUQF^YMJ
role of guardian to the actors. However, as it gradually awakens to a consciousness
that becomes its own, the mime can no longer react to what is happening in the
theater without emotion. Perhaps they could continue to play their parts if the
planned performances weren’t shaken by a resistance movement trying to realize
the Actor’s identity behind the scenes, and possibly even altogether do away with
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In the novel The Cool Mind (2018), the body of Helen – a transhumanist,
computer scientist and military drone programmer – is found with her head
severed. The investigation is quickly entangled in the issues of cutting-edge
technology and the opportunities it can give to both ending and saving lives.
Soon enough, the investigator faces a question the legal system is not equipped
to satisfactorily answer: namely, is Helen really dead, and how does one
determine that? Is immortality something to be sought, or avoided? The issues
TKYWFSXMZRFSNXYYJHMSTQTLNJXFSIGNTJYMNHXFSIYMJTSLTNSLNS[JXYNLFYNTSܫT\X
parallel to the story of Satu, Helen’s genderqueer lover, who struggles to cope with
the death of Helen, as well as their own identity in a society where language itself
FQQT\XQNYYQJWTTRKTWFS^YMNSLGZYFXYWNHYQ^GNSFW^LJSIJWJ]UWJXXNTS
Contact:'डWGFQF8NRXTSJGFWGFQFXNRXTSJ%_[FNL_SJQ[
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IEVA MELGALVE NXFXHNJSHJܪHYNTSFSIKFSYFX^\WNYJW\NYMQNYJWFW^
NSܫZJSHJX8MJMFXFQXT\WNYYJSGTTPXKTWHMNQIWJSFSI^TZSLFIZQYX-JWܪWXYGTTP
\FXFHTQQJHYNTSYMFYNSHQZIJIMJWܪWXYXMTWYXYTW^FSIFUQF^JSYNYQJI6JG$TGCM
'XGP2QKPV (1999). In 2013, she self-published her play 6JG+PJWOCPKV[. In the same
year, her fantasy novel 6JG&GCF&QPŦV(QTIKXG was published and subsequently
shortlisted for the 2013 Annual Latvian Literature Award.
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Psychologically nuanced and dense with detail, the stories in her debut
collection Ice Orange are mostly about women whose lives were shaped by the 20th
century, a time when people learned to understand each other more from what was
ZSXFNI\MJSJFHMXYJUXJJRJIYTGJGTYMRTWJINKܪHZQYFSIRTWJRJFSNSLKZQYMFS
it is now. These sketches of lives, from childhood through adulthood – both the
RNSTWFX\JQQFXXNLSNܪHFSYIWFRFXўFWJKZQQTKKFRNQNFWJRTYNTSXSTXYFQLNHIJYFNQX
and unspoken secrets. The stories in this short collection offer quick reads that will
nonetheless leave a tangible impression, allowing insight into life through the prism
TK;ेLFSYJѣXRFW[JQTZXFSIIJQNHFYJUWTXJ
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2

The nine stories in the collection We Shall See continue and add to
YMJXUJHYWZRTKYMJRJXFQWJFI^YTZHMJIZUTSNS;ेLFSYJѣXIJGZYHTQQJHYNTS+EG
1TCPIG – the most prominent being the complicated relationships between people
YMWTZLMTZYYNRJ;ेLFSYJѣXUWTXJUTXXJXXJXFXUJHNܪHѦVZNJYѧXY^QJFXNYNSHQZIJX
no loud epithets or overtly dramatic dialogues – and it is precisely this veiled
FUUWTFHMYMFYFQQT\X;ेLFSYJYTHTS[J^YMJѦNSSJWIWFRFXѧTKMJWHMFWFHYJWXXT
\JQQ9MJXYTWNJXFWJTKYJSJ]UQNHNYQ^[NXZFQHTSHJSYWFYNSLFXNYXJJRXTSFGZSIFSY
IJYFNQ MT\J[JW;ेLFSYJRFSFLJXYTNSHQZIJYMJX^RGTQNHXZGYJ]YNSJFHM[NXZFQ
image as well. The stories are largely set in a modern environment and feature
average people – men or women around 30-40 years of age who have witnessed
the dramatic political and social changes at the turn of the century, but nevertheless
hold survival and personal happiness as their main goals in life. This allows readers
to identify with the characters and situations, however complicated they are,
because the familiarity of the environment and the details make it easy to do so.
Contact: 'डWGFQF8NRXTSJGFWGFQFXNRXTSJ%_[FNL_SJQ[
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Writer )&(*;ॆ,&39* \FXGTWSNS/ঁWRFQF1FY[NF8MJLWFIZFYJI
KWTRYMJ:SN[JWXNY^TK1FY[NF+FHZQY^TK1F\;ेLFSYJMFXFQXTFYYJSIJIYMJ1FY[NFS
Writers’ Union’s “Literary Academy” program. In 2017, her debut collection of stories,
+EG1TCPIG (2016), was nominated for the Annual Latvian Literature Award, as well
as the Kilogram of Culture Award, and received the Children, Youth and Parents Jury
&\FWI.S;ेLFSYJUZGQNXMJIMJWXJHTSIHTQQJHYNTSTKXYTWNJX9G5JCNN5GG,
that was also nominated for the Kilogram of Culture Award, and is currently working
TSMJWܪWXYST[JQ
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Push, Push was received with great curiosity as Andra Neiburga returned
YTFIZQYܪHYNTSFKYJWF^JFWFGXJSHJKTQQT\NSLMJWRZHMUWFNXJIIJGZYXMTWY
story collection5VWHHGF$KTFUCPF$KTFUKP%CIGU. Not only was 2WUJ2WUJ one of
the most talked-about books of the year, but it has since become a popular staple in
secondary school curriculums, and hasn’t lost its ability to surprise and even shock
each new generation of readers.
“All of her stories are constructed from the inside out, building from the
HMFWFHYJWXѣNSIN[NIZFQJ]UJWNJSHJXRJRTWNJXYMTZLMYXFSIWJܫJHYNTSX-JW
great variety of characters also considerably widens their appeal – even if there’s a
WJFIJW\MTMFXSѣYXUJSYFQTYTKYNRJ\TWW^NSLFGTZYJ]NXYJSYNFQUWTGQJRXYMJ^\NQQ
have had to waste a considerable effort dealing with their lives and relationships
in a manner similar to at least one of the possibilities offered by Neiburga.” – Ieva
Kolmane, literary critic
“The stories are full of drama and subtleties, which encapsulate the
narratives that would normally require a generational novel. Neiburga’s ‘family’ is
her generation – the wounded souls, the unhappily happy people, those pushed
and shoved by their lives and history, those left standing in the doorway between
the 20th and 21st centuries. Her prose is colloquially grotesque yet at the same
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time harshly ironic, poetic, and emotionally precise. . . . 2WUJ2WUJ is, without a
shadow of doubt, the most notable book in 21st century Latvian literature.” – Pauls
Bankovskis, author
Contact:7JSडYJ5ZSPFWJSFYJUZSPF%OWQ[

2

The Story of Tille and the Dog Man is about two lonely people who
J]UJWNJSHJXZKKJWNSLFSIIJJUNSOZXYNHJ9MJ^UJWXNXYYMTZLMYMWTZLMKWNJSIXMNU
and mutual understanding, and by taking care of each other. Tille, the protagonist, is
a 7-year-old girl. She ends up alone and neglected after her mother’s death. The Dog
Man, a drifter and recluse who goes to the tunnel to play his accordion every day,
happens to be Tille’s neighbor. He lives in a small, one-room basement apartment, in
a building that was meant to be torn down ages ago. The Dog Man has pets—a cat,
and two dogs with unusual names: Prince and Monk. In time, Tille and the Dog Man
become best friends. The little girl makes sure everything in the Dog Man’s house is
neat and tidy, waits for him to come home every day, and tells the dogs stories. He,
NSYZWSGJHTRJXFQT[NSLKFYMJWܪLZWJYT9NQQJFSIUWT[NIJXKTWMJW&YYMJJSITKYMJ
story, a representative from the local orphans’ rights association gets involved. She
arrives with a policeman to take Tille to the orphanage. But Tille doesn’t want to live
at the orphanage, and the Dog Man doesn’t want to hand her over to the authorities.
As the argument escalates, both dogs attack the policeman, who defends himself,
XMTTYNSLFSIPNQQNSL5WNSHJNSYMJUWTHJXX9MJXJY\TFZYMTWNY^ܪLZWJXQJF[J
promising to come back. Tille and the Dog Man don’t wait around for them. Instead,
they run away to the countryside in search of a better life, along with Monk the dog.
Contact:NSKT%QFY[NFSQNYJWFYZWJQ[
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Although ANDRA NEIBURGA (1957-2019) has only published two short
story collections and one children’s book, they have all become modern classics
and an integral part of contemporary Latvian literature. Her literary debut, 5VWHHGF
$KTFUCPF$KTFUKP%CIGU (1988), was warmly received at the time due to its sharp,
uncompromising prose and the depth of her characters. After Latvia declared
independence, her acclaim was aided by a wildly popular movie based on her
children’s book, 6JG5VQT[QH6KNNGCPFVJG&QI/CP (1992). The publication of her
second and most recent collection of short stories, Push, Push (2004), was called
YMJHZQYZWFQJ[JSYTKYMJ^JFWG^YMJNSܫZJSYNFQIFNQ^SJ\XUFUJW&KGPC.
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The Rascal is a harsh, apocalyptic thriller about the fate of civilization. The
FZYMTWIJXHWNGJXF\TWQIWZQJIG^KFPJHZQYZWJFSIRJINTHWNY^G^XJQܪXMSJXXFSI
cruelty. In this world, foolishness and power are one and the same, and inescapably
lead to loneliness, pain, and death. Is there any hope of surviving in a world like this?
The author never complains or lectures—he simply states the facts and delivers a
verdict.
Children are at the center of the novel. They’re the only ones who see,
understand, and feel in earnest. They’re the only ones who could change the world,
if that were still possible; they’re also, unfortunately, the most unprotected people in
XTHNJY^9MFYѣX\M^YMNXNYNXFHMNQI\MTNXJSYWZXYJI\NYMYMJRTXYINKܪHZQYRNXXNTS
in the novel. The novel’s hero is a street kid who has grown up in the gutter, on
the “wrong side of the tracks.” Child traders are in charge here, and our pranksterhero is unable to escape being sold into slavery. That’s how he becomes a toy for
the rich—a child gladiator. At this point, the fallen, degraded mentality of global
economy has devoured everything else. There’s nothing left to swallow but itself.
&SIXTYMJHMNQILQFINFYTWXMJFINSYTYMJNWܪSFQܪLMYѰ

2

9MJXYWZHYZWJTK/डSNX*NSKJQIXѣXXJHTSIHTQQJHYNTSTKXMTWYܪHYNTS
The Man Who Sold Pornographic Pictures, is based on three men telling stories
about their erotic adventures. All together, there are 16 accounts of strange,
YWFZRFYNHFSIXFIXJ]ZFQJSHTZSYJWX9MJFZYMTWMFXXFNIYMJXYTWNJXFWJGFXJI
on the “lewd” Latvian FCKPCU (folk songs). Einfelds’s characteristically heightened
narrative style is clearly present here, and shows something in common with
the language of myth and folklore, though the stories unmistakably take place in
modern times.
9MFYѣX\M^/डSNX*NSKJQIXѣXXYTWNJXFWJSѣYJWTYNHFNSYMJZXZFQXJSXJTKYMJ
\TWINSXUNYJTKHFSINIXJ]ZFQIJXHWNUYNTSX-NXRZQYNQF^JWJI\TWPXZXJXMTHPNSL
settings and dense, unusual language to break readers out of their everyday
UJWHJUYNTS*FHMUNJHJFQXTXJJPXYTXMT\MT\XYWFSLJYMJ\TWQIWJFQQ^NX+WTR
the author’s point of view, love at the turn of the century is merciless and absolutely
unromantic, but also an unavoidable spiritual necessity.
“The book dissects our nighttime selves, which we suppress in daily life
because of societal norms,” wrote literary critic Rimands Ceplis after the collection
\FXܪWXYUZGQNXMJI-JHTRUFWJI6JG/CP9JQ5QNF2QTPQITCRJKE2KEVWTGU to the
\TWPXTKYMJ2FWVZNXIJ8FIJFSIYTHQFXXNH1FY[NFSFZYMTW/डSNX5TWZPXѣXZYTUNFS
XYTWNJXFGTZYFMJWTѣXOTZWSJ^TKUZWNܪHFYNTS'^HTRGNSNSLTZY\FWIQ^ZLQ^TKYJS
KFSYFXYNHFQXHJSJX\NYMFXY^QJHQTXJYTUTJYNHUWTXJ*NSKJQIXQNKYXYMJ[JNQTKJ]NXYNSL
preconceptions from love. At the same time, he replaces it with a new one.
Contact:0FXUFWX*N_JSYडQXPFXUFWXJN_JSYFQX%UJYJWLFNQNXQ[

Contact:)FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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/ठ3.8*.3+*1)8 NXF1FY[NFSUTXYRTIJWSNXY\WNYJW-NXܪWXY
publication was the story “The Battle of the Short Winter,” published in 1988, in
2KQPKGTKU magazine. He is the author of several stories, novels, novellas, and other
works of prose. In 1999, he wrote a script for the Tristan and Isolde chapter of the
ܪQR6JTGG5VQTKGU#DQWV . . . The colloquial term GKPHGNF has come to mean a certain
principle of characterization in Latvian literature because of Einfeld’s particular
style. His works have been also published in the United States and Germany.
Einfelds has been a member of the Latvian Writers’ Union since 1996. In 1992, he
WJHJN[JIYMJ0Qड[X*QXGJWLX1NYJWFW^5WN_JKTWMNX\TWPNSUWTXJ-NXGTTP0QPRGQRNG
(2005) received the 2005 Annual Latvian Literature Award.
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Gaetano’s Krematos is a novel about a tired and shadowed soul’s journey
in the footsteps of lost gods. The main protagonist, Gaetano, interacts with divinely
beautiful beings—wise superhumans who can create not only works of art, but
\MTQJ\TWQIX-JNITQN_JXYMJRGZYMNXNSYJWFHYNTS\NYMYMJRNXܫJJYNSLQNPJXZSQNLMY
GWNJ^ܫWJܫJHYNSLTKK\FYJWNSHZUUJIMFSIX:SXZHHJXXKZQFYYJRUYXYTWJUJFYYMNX
interaction cause Gaetano to lose trust in his own abilities, which mentally paralyzes
MNR9MJTSQ^YMNSLPJJUNSLMNRFQN[JGZWSXTZYNSYMJIFWP-NXHTRFYTXJJ]NXYJSHJ
is sustained by memories of light, which once again awaken his longing to become
TSJ\NYMFGXTQZYJGJFZY^FSIRFLSNܪHJSHJ,FJYFSTѣXOTZWSJ^JSIX\NYMYMJHWJFYNTS
TKFHZQRNSFYNSL\TWPTKFWYџMJܪSFQQ^GWJFPXNSYTFINKKJWJSYXYFYJTKHTSXHNTZXSJXX
and a different reality; a self-transformation into a higher plane: divinity.
The novel’s language and structure are microscopically subtle and
macroscopically detailed at the same time. Though it is frequently poetic, it is
essentially an impassively technical description of episodes observed in the
present. A verbalized manifesto of the characters’ inner thoughts and emotions
appears at the very end of the novel, taking the form of monologue poems. What
FUUJFWXFXFSTGOJHYN[JIJXHWNUYNTSWJ[JFQXYMJNSSJWJ]UJWNJSHJXFSIRTTIXTKYMJ
apparently indifferent characters. In this way, the novel becomes a biopsy of the
soul and a projection of the consciousness.
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The common theme throughout the short-story collection All the Trees
Have Gone is the life stories of people who used to be (or still are) children. They
all need to decide how they should approach life. Do they do it alone, or alongside
someone else? Which is more important, their calling and the quests it requires
(either inspired or clouded by childish imagination), or actual social relationships?
The collection’s protagonists try to make sense of themselves and the
\TWQIFWTZSIYMJRFSIYW^YTܪSIYMJNWUQFHJNSNYFSIRFXYJWYMJWZQJXTKQNKJ>JY
YMJPJ^YTFHMNJ[NSLYMNXNXFQ\F^XRNXXNSLџFWJXZQYTKYMJNWHMNQINXMXJQܪXMSJXX
'ZYYMJ^FWJFQXTYM\FWYJIG^FSIFYYMJUTNSY\MJSRJSYFQFSIUM^XNHFQJ]NXYJSHJ
meet, when love is shattered and lies out of reach. Childhood can be broken, but
doesn’t end. No one noticeably grows up. Loneliness seeps into the foundation of
relationships. Some characters get pushed to life’s sidelines by their defeats, and
\FXYJF\F^QNPJIWNJITZYܫT\JWX4YMJWXPJJUTSYW^NSLYTLWT\ZU
The collection culminates in the last story, which describes the basic
IJXNWJKTWXTRJYMNSLNSIJܪSFGQ^[FXY&SI\MFYNXYMNX[FXYYMNSL$'JHTRNSLTSJ
\NYMYMJ:SN[JWXJNYXJQK+TWYMFYYT\TWPIT^TZSJJIFSTYMJWMZRFSGJNSLFWTZSI$
&SIITJXYMFYUJWXTSSJJIYTGJXTRJTSJ\MTXJJ]NXYJSHJHFZXJXIJJUJRTYNTSX
YMFYTUJS^TZWJ^JXYTYMJNS[NXNGQJ\TWQIFSIQJY^TZJ]UJWNJSHJRTRJSYXTK
epiphany? Or can you become one with the Universe on your own, once you’re all
grown up?
Contact:)FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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2&7,&7.9&5*7;*ढ़*(0&(1976) is a Latvian playwright and writer. In
5JW[Jफ़JHPFLWFIZFYJIKWTRYMJ1FY[NFS&HFIJR^TK(ZQYZWJ\NYMF'&NSܪQR
and theater, and since then has been publishing her writing, working for various
HWJFYN[JUQFYKTWRXFSI\WNYNSLXHWJJSUQF^X-JWܪWXYHTQQJHYNTS#NNVJG6TGGU*CXG
)QPG\FXUZGQNXMJINS5JW[Jफ़JHPFMFX\WNYYJSXJ[JWFQUQF^XKTWYMJFYJWX
in Latvia. Her writing stands out with her unusual ways of perceiving the world,
MJWZXJTKXHNJSYNܪHYJWRXNSYJWSFYNTSFQNXRXSJTQTLNXRXFSITYMJWUJHZQNFWFSI
UTJYNHRJFSXTKJ]UWJXXNTS-JWST[JQ)GVCPQŦU-TGOCVQU received the 2011 Annual
Latvian Literature Award.

.#+/#-16#
/7-6728'.# 
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Published by
)NJSFX,WडRFYF
2016
320 pages
All rights
F[FNQFGQJJ]HJUY
Lithuanian
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Published by
&ULडIX)FZLF[F
2002
369 pages

2JQVQ-TKUVCRU-CNPU

1

Nominated for the 2016 Annual Latvian Literature Award, her novel
The Room offers a glimpse into the everyday lives of Latvians thirty years ago, when
Soviet power was in the process of abetting the country’s rapid economic collapse.
However, the political climate suddenly shifted in favor of the basic human desire to
live in prosperity, and the Soviets declared Perestroika. The novel revolves around
a communal apartment in Riga. Once the large, upmarket homes of the wealthy,
during the Soviet years, these apartments were converted and shared by several
families, who were forced to use the same kitchen and bathroom and often had
to keep their cooking utensils and food in their own rooms to prevent them from
GJNSLXYTQJS9MJUWTYFLTSNXYXFWJUWTIZHYXTKYMJJ[JW^IF^WJFQNY^J]NXYNSLFYYMJ
YNRJ9MJ^FWJTKINKKJWJSYSFYNTSFQNYNJX\TWPNSINKKJWJSYܪJQIXFSIMF[JFYTYFQQ^
different perception of life and yet, they share the same roof.

2

The Mushroom CovenantYJQQXYMJXYTW^TKF^TZSL\TRFSSFRJIॆ[F
'FWFST[XPF\MTLTJXYT.WJQFSIYTJFWSRTSJ^YTUF^TKKMJWIJGYXFSIGZ^FܫFY
back home in Latvia. Already interested in Celtic culture prior to her arrival in Ireland,
ॆ[FXUJSIXRFS^MTZWXQNXYJSNSLYTMJWHTQQJFLZJYJQQMJWQTHFQQJLJSIXFSIR^YMXNS
which she begins to see connections with Latvian folk tales.
,WFIZFQQ^ॆ[FLWT\XYNWJITKXUJSINSLQTSLIF^XTSYMJܪJQIXUNHPNSL
mushrooms and decides to become a prostitute. She slowly sheds her former self
FSIRFYZWJXGTYMXJ]ZFQQ^FSIXUNWNYZFQQ^^JYܪSIXNYINKܪHZQYYTWJRFNSHTSSJHYJI
to her own culture, which eventually gets reduced to Latvian food and cooking (the
novel itself features several mushroom recipes serving as capstones to chapters).
The playful, ironic prose of 6JG/WUJTQQO%QXGPCPV keeps the reader’s interest in
YMJIFNQ^XYWZLLQJXTKॆ[FFXXMJGFYYQJXMJW\F^YMWTZLMYMJRFS^INKܪHZQYNJXKFHNSL
her in Ireland before she decides to return to Latvia. The author’s and protagonist’s
NSYJWJXYNSYMJTYMJW\TWQIQ^NXWJܫJHYJINSYMJUFWFQQJQXWFNXJIGJY\JJSॆ[FѣXYWNFQXNS
Ireland and Latvian myths, as well as Celtic and Biblical legends.
Latvian literary critic and writer Guntis Berelis concluded his review of the
novel by saying: “6JG/WUJTQQO%QXGPCPV is written with a talent and zest for life
without any pretension to the highest echelons of literature, serious social analysis,
or anything of the sort. But strangely enough, it’s precisely the lack of pretension
YMFYFQQT\XYMJST[JQYTܪSINYXUQFHJFRTSLYMJXJXFRJMNLMJWJHMJQTSXѧ
Contact:1FNRF0TYFQFNRFPTYF%NSGT]Q[

In her work, Kota employs those styles characterizing various genres
which, as a writer, she adores, such as burlesque and the absurd thriller, farce and
MJNLMYJSJIWJFQNXR.SITNSLXTXMJXZHHJJIXNSJ]YWFHYNSLYMJ[JW^JXXJSHJTKYMJ
era from the memories of those who lived through those times, concluding that in
[NJ\TKFQQ\JJ]UJWNJSHJIIZWNSL8T[NJYWZQJ\JFWJJ]YWJRJQ^\JQQJVZNUUJIYT
cope with the trials and tribulations the 21st century might throw at us.
Contact:)FHJ8UFWडSJ+WJNRFSJIFHJXUFWFSJKWJNRFSJ%ILWFRFYFQ[
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1&.2&049& 2:09:5ठ;*1& (1962) is one of Latvia’s most well-known
FSIGJQT[JIFZYMTWX8MJLFNSJI\NIJXUWJFIWJHTLSNYNTS\NYMMJWܪWXYST[JQ
6JG/WUJTQQO%QXGPCPV (2002), which won the 2002 Annual Latvian Literature
&\FWI0TYFMFXFZYMTWJI[ܪJST[JQXXNSHJ#&Q\GP6TWG.KHG5VQTKGU (2002), .QQR
(2003), 'OɣNKLC$GPLCOKɺC (2005), 6JG&TCYQH/KGTC5VTGGV (2016), and 6JG4QQO
(2016), as well as two collections of short-form prose: 6QVGOU (2007) and /[
6WTMKUJ%QHHGG -JWWFSLJTK\WNYNSLJ]YJSIXYTNSHQZIJMJWHMNQIWJSѣXGTTP
/CVKNFGCPF6GTGUCQT*QYVQ$G*GTG, 6JGTGCPF'NUGYJGTG (2013), and a biography
entitled $TQVJGT$TQVJGT (2008), which is about the brothers Imants and Gido Kokars,
conductors and masters of Latvian choral music.

5#0&4#
-#.0+'6'
2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

SANDRA KALNIETE (1952) is an art historian, politician, writer, and
INUQTRFYKTWRJWFRGFXXFITWTK1FY[NFYTYMJ:3FSI+WFSHJFX\JQQFXKTWRJW
+TWJNLS2NSNXYJWTK1FY[NF-JWGTTP9KVJ&CPEG5JQGUKP5KDGTKCP5PQYU (2001) is
the most translated work of Latvian literature since the restoration of independence,
FSIMFXGJJSUZGQNXMJINSSZRJWTZXQFSLZFLJXNSHQZINSL*SLQNXM+WJSHM.YFQNFS
and German.

Published by
/डSNX7T_JFULडIX
(Originally published
G^&YऱSF
282 pages
Rights sold to Albania,
United States, Egypt,
(_JHM7JUZGQNH+WFSHJ
the Netherlands, Italy,
/FUFS5TQFSI+NSQFSI
Germany, Sweden

0FQSNJYJJ]UQFNSXѦ.INISѣYPST\FS^XZKKJWNSLGFHPYMJSџR^UFWJSYX
spared me from it. I learned about the realities of Siberia from the stories of my
parents and their friends: horrible tales with evil monsters that make heroes battle
against insurmountable obstacles to win the most coveted prize—getting to return
to Latvia.”
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Contact:7JSडYJ5ZSPFWJSFYJUZSPF%OWQ[
Sandra Kalniete’s autobiographical novel, With Dance Shoes in Siberian
Snows, is a moving and eloquent testimony to her family and to the Latvian nation—
YTYMJNWXMFWJIKFYJIZWNSLRTWJYMFSܪKY^^JFWXTKTHHZUFYNTS.YNXFSNSINHYRJSYTK
the inhuman repression of both the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. Above all, it is
the story of human survival, and it has become the most-translated Latvian book in
recent history

+0)70#7.#
%'2¶6'

Published by
)NJSFX,WडRFYF
256 pages
All rights available
J]HJUY+NSSNXM

.3,:3&:1&(*5ॆ9* (1960) grew up in the family of famous Latvian
HMTNWHTSIZHYTWX&ZXRF)JWPऱ[NHFFSI.RFSYX(JUेYNX8NSHJXMJMFXGJJS
YMJINWJHYTWTK5ऱYJWLFNQNX5ZGQNXMNSL-TZXJ\MNHMXMJMFXIJ[JQTUJINSYTTSJTK
YMJQJFINSLUZGQNXMJWXTKYJ]YGTTPXFSITWNLNSFQ1FY[NFSQNYJWFYZWJNS1FY[NFUlsiks
NXMJWܪWXYGTTPQJSLYM\TWPTKܪHYNTSKTWFIZQYX

“This book is a perfect product of our time, it’s both memoir and literary
event. It sparks the ever-present question of opposing forces – what happened and
what will happen when Ulsiks transforms into a completely different being, meets
her destiny, while remaining a symbol of eternal childhood in this life.” – Gundega
7JUॷJFZYMTW

This apparently simple yet subtly painful tale of childhood memories
shows life in Soviet-occupied Latvia during the 1960s and 1970s. At times
the bitter secrets of the Soviet dictatorship invade the childhood of this small,
inquisitive, mischievous girl named Ulsiks. Through a cultural environment – her
KFYMJWѣX[FXYHZQYZWFQPST\QJILJ YMJNRRJSXJHTRGNSJI8TSL+JXYN[FQHMTNW
conducted by her mother’s practiced hand; and the many individuals from the art
world (known to Ulsiks only by their nicknames) – the characters who surround
Ulsiks work to keep the cultural DNA of the nation safe, and keep little Ulsiks and
her childhood safe, too.

Ѧ.YѣXJFX^YT\FQPFQTSLFGWNLMYUFYMJ[JSNSFIFWPYNRJ.SLZSF(JUेYJѣX
book is just such a path through the 1960s and 1970s – a journey back to childhood
and through childhood with Ulsiks – a magnet for trouble – through her mischief
and observations about the world, which are not judgmental, but instead share in
YMJOT^TKJFHMIF^ѣXST[JQY^ѧў&SNYF7TঔPFQSJQNYJWFW^HWNYNH
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Contact: .SLZSF:QF(JUेYJHJUNYJNSLZSF%LRFNQHTR
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2JQVQɜKTVU4CɝGNKU
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Published by
/डफ़F7T_JXFULडIX
144 pages
All rights available

2JQVQHTQOVJGCWVJQTŦURGTUQPCNCTEJKXG

Varde calls his literary sketches “the chronicles of attempts to survive.”
Ѧ+TWYMJFZYMTWNYRNLMYGJJSTZLMYTJSOT^YMJXTFUGZGGQJX\MNHMWJܫJHY
all the world which is impossible to catch in the eye of the camera. But for us, the
readers, this book is indeed a valuable gift – a tool to improve our perception of
QNKJѣXGJFZY^FSIFGXZWINY^ѧў.SLRडWF'FQTIJUTJYJXXFSIYWFSXQFYTW
Contact:7JSडYJ5ZSPFWJSFYJUZSPF%OWQ[

What’s Goin’ on There is one of the most impressive literary debuts of
NSYMJHFYJLTW^TKITHZRJSYFW^ܪHYNTS9MNXNXYMJ[N[NIHTQQJHYNTSTK;FWIJѣX
observations on the everyday life of contemporary Latvian society – a string of over
one hundred short episodes wherein his sharp, humoristic descriptions of things
happening here and now – either with Varde himself or with somebody right beside
him – often turn into deeper contemplations on some aspect of our perception of
current reality.
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7;ॆ38;&7)* (1985) works as a transcriber for the intellectual monthly
magazine 4ɣICU.CKMUQNYJWFQQ^ܪQQNSLMNRXJQK\NYMYMJYMTZLMYXFSIWJHTQQJHYNTSX
of numerous wise and bright personalities from various countries, backgrounds,
and professions. These daily, spiritual contacts have undeniably left a mark on his
\WNYNSLXY^QJFSIFWJXTRJYNRJXWJKJWWJIYTNSMNXYJ]YX.YXMTZQIGJRJSYNTSJIYMFY
birdwatching and photography are among his favorite pastimes. He has a keen eye
KTWIJYFNQFSIWJRFWPFGQJFGNQNY^YTJ]UWJXXMNRXJQKNSFWNHMFSIYMTZLMYUWT[TPNSL
yet approachable and entertaining manner.

#0&4+5
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Published by
Orbita, 2019
145 pages
All rights available

2JQVQ<ɣNG.KGRKɺC

Berlin is a collection of 21 prose pieces and one short novella. Although
the stories are not intentionally linked, they follow a vague narrative that seems
to promise a resolution in the novella at the end of the book, the titular $GTNKP. Or,
each story is yet another attempt to penetrate, from a different place and time, the
HNY^\MJWJYMJUWTYFLTSNXYܪSIXMNRXJQKXYWFSIJIXJJRNSLQ^\NYMTZYFUZWUTXJ
'JWQNSNXFUQFHJ\MJWJ^TZWJFQQ^\FSYYTGJGZYܪSINYFQRTXYNRUTXXNGQ^INKܪHZQY
YTLJYYTFSI\MJS^TZܪSFQQ^ITܪSI^TZWXJQKYMJWJ^TZQJFWSYMFYYTJXHFUJ
this place is even harder than it was to arrive, no matter how much you wish to
leave it. Something has happened—we’re not sure what, and neither do any of the
protagonists. Critics have called Kupriss’s prose manipulative, mathematical, even
porous.
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Ѧ&SIWNX0ZUWNॷѣXUWTXJHTSYFNSXIJQNHFYJIJQNGJWFYJJWWTWX9MJXJLN[JFS
uncertain tension and absurd atmosphere to apparently autobiographical, everyday
XNYZFYNTSX*[JSYMJ\F^QFSLZFLJNXZXJINS0ZUWNॷѣXYJ]YXJRGTINJXYMNXXMNKY
.YJ]UWJXXJXJXYWFSLJRJSYKTWJ]FRUQJTWFSFY^UNHFQUJWHJUYNTSTKYNRJ$GTNKP
HTSܪWRXYMFYFRJQFSHMTQ^NWTSNHUJWXUJHYN[JMFXFUQFHJJ[JSNSYMJSJ\JXY
1FY[NFSQNYJWFYZWJѧў1FZWF'WTPडSJJINYTWTKYMJST[JQ\WNYJW
Contact:5ZGQNXMNSLMTZXJ4WGNYFTWGNYF%TWGNYFQ[
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&3)7.80:57.ॶ8 (1982) is a Latvian writer and translator. He studied
journalism at the University of Latvia and obtained an MA in Photography from
,TQIXRNYMX:SN[JWXNY^TK1TSITS-JWJHJSYQ^UZGQNXMJIMNXܪWXYGTTPFHTQQJHYNTS
of stories titled $GTNKP0ZUWNॷXѣJXXF^XFSIUWTXJMF[JGJJSUZGQNXMJINS4ɣICU
.CKMU, 8GVQ/CIC\KPG, &QOW\ɣOG, 2WPEVWO, and 5CVQTK magazines, among others.

LATVIAN LITERATURE

The Latvian Literature platform was established in order to
promote Latvian literature and its distribution abroad, thus ensuring
international cooperation among publishers, literary agents, writers,
YWFSXQFYTWXFSITWLFSN_FYNTSX\TWPNSLNSYMJܪJQIXTKQNYJWFYZWJFSI
publishing. The Latvian Literature platform provides wide-ranging
information about Latvian authors, books, translators and translations, the
publishing industry and innovations within the industry.

,7&398+475:'1.8-*78

9MJFNRTKYMJLWFSYUWTLWFRѦ8ZUUTWYKTW+TWJNLS5ZGQNXMJWX
5ZGQNXMNSL1FY[NFS1NYJWFYZWJѧNXYTJSXZWJYMFYYMJGJXYTK1FY[NFSUWTXJ
poetry, drama, journalism and children’s literature is accessible and known
beyond the borders of Latvia. The program is developed, organized, and
FIRNSNXYJWJIG^YMJ1FY[NFS1NYJWFYZWJUQFYKTWRFSINXܪSFSHJIG^YMJ
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Latvia and the State Culture Capital
+TZSIFYNTS9MJUWTLWFRUWT[NIJXܪSFSHNFQXZUUTWYYTNSYJWSFYNTSFQ
publishers who are publishing Latvian literature, thereby encouraging
interest from international publishers in Latvian literature, and supporting
its translation into different languages. Grant applicants can apply for
ܪSFSHNFQXZUUTWYYTHT[JWGTTPUWTIZHYNTSHTXYX&S^NSIJUJSIJSY
NSYJWSFYNTSFQUZGQNXMJW\MTNXFQJLFQJSYNY^FSIMFXJ]UJWNJSHJ\TWPNSL
with foreign authors is eligible to take part in the grant program.
9MJIJFIQNSJKTWYMJLWFSYFUUQNHFYNTSYFPJXUQFHJY\TYNRJXF
year. Applications are accepted in accordance with the timeline set by the
Latvian Literature platform. Each project must be completed by the end of
the calendar year in which the grant was received.

8:55479+4797&381&9478

info@latvianliterature.lv
latvianliterature.lv

The Latvian Literature platform provides ܪSFSHNFQXZUUTWYKTW
YWFSXQFYTWX who wish to translate Latvian literary works into foreign
languages. In order to qualify for funding, the translator must submit a
completed application form, a CV, a sample translation, and a letter of
NSYJSYTWFSFLWJJRJSYXNLSJI\NYMFUZGQNXMJWYMFYHTSܪWRXUQFSXYT
publish the respective title. The translator may apply for a grant only if
permission has been received from the original copyright holder to produce
a complete translation of the entire literary work.
9MJIJFIQNSJKTWYMJLWFSYFUUQNHFYNTSYFPJXUQFHJY\TYNRJXF^JFW
Project applications are accepted in accordance with the timeline set by the
Latvian Literature platform. Each project must be completed by the end of
the calendar year in which the grant was received.

More information:QFY[NFSQNYJWFYZWJQ[LWFSYXOZYF%QFY[NFSQNYJWFYZWJQ[

